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SUMMARY 
A semiclassical theoretical treatment of elastic and inelastic 
collisions is developed. The relative motion of the colliding systems 
is described by a generalization of the eikonal approximation, and the 
internal electronic motion of the systems is treated by a multistate 
expansion. 
The theory is applied to the calculation of differential and 
total cross sections for electron-atom, ion-atom, and atom-atom colli-
sions, and the comparison with available experimental data is found to 
be excellent. 
Further, it is shown that by adopting simplifying approximations, 
the present theory yields formulae presented by other investigators. 
The relationships between these various theories are examined and the 




In recent years there has been great interest in obtaining cross 
sections for electron-atom, ion-atom, and atom-atom collisions, particu-
larly in such areas of research as the investigation of the earth's 
atmosphere, planetary and stellar atmospheres, gas discharges, and con-
trolled thermonuclear fusion reactions. A number of methods have been 
developed for the calculation of these cross sections, and these methods 
fall into three general categories: fully quantal treatments, semi-
classical treatments, and classical treatments. A comprehensive sur-
vey of the application of these treatments to electron-atom cross sec-
tion calculations has been given by Moiseiwitsch and Smith (1968). Some 
of the more important theories in the above three categories are briefly 
summarized below. 
Perhaps the simplest quantal calculation is the Born approxima-
tion along with its modifications which include the second-Born approx-
imation, the distorted-wave Born approximation (Bates 1961), and the 
Bethe approximation (Inokuti 1971). The Born approximation and its mod-
ifications are primarily high energy theories which are based on the as-
sumptions that the only important coupling in the process is the direct 
coupling between the initial state and the final state of the scattering 
system, with back-coupling from the final to the initial state ignored, 
and that the system wave function is well described by the initial 
state function, which implies that the population of the initial state 
1 
of the system is not significantly depleted by the interaction. Because 
of its simplicity, the Born approximation has received wide application 
to electron-atom collisions (e.g. Bell et al. 1969) and to atom-atom 
collisions (e.g. Bates and Griffing 1953). In general, the Born ap-
proximation yields valid results at high energies, i.e. above 500 eV 
for electron-atom collisions and above 200 keV for heavy-particle col-
lisions; however, the Born approximation usually overestimates the 
experimental cross sections for lower energies. 
A second quantal treatment, which has received considerable 
attention for electron-atom collisions, is the close-coupling method 
(Burke et al. 1967). In the close-coupling approximation the system 
wave function is expanded in a symmetrized set of atomic wave functions, 
and upon substitution of this expansion into the Schr8dinger equation, 
yields an infinite set of coupled integro-differential equations for 
each value of the total angular momentut L. Necessarily, the infinite 
summations over angular momentum and over the wave function expansion 
must be truncated, and herein lie the major problems of the close-
coupling method. Although the close-coupling mehtod has achieved note-
able success in the prediction of resonances in'the total cross section 
of electron-hydorgen scattering (Burke et al. 1967), the slow conver-
gence of the truncated summations makes the calculation intractable at 
high energies, for which more states are accessible and more angular 
momenta become important. Further, for the same reasons, it is almost 
impossible to apply the close-coupling method to scattering from excited 
states, since the closeness of the excited states requires that a large 
number of these states be included in the expansion of the system wave 
2 
function. The large number of angular momenta which occurs in 
heavy-particle collisions also makes the close-coupling method imprac-
tical for the treatment of atom-atom collisions. 
The semiclassical approximations are distinguished from the 
fully quantal treatments of scattering theory by the fact that they 
treat the relative motion of the colliding systems by a semiclassical 
method such as the JWKB approximation or the eikonal approximation 
(Bransden 1970). Perhaps the first significant semiclassical theory 
to appear is that of Bates (1961), in this theory the system wave func-
tion Y is expanded as 
ie,Z/hv 
Y(1,;) = E ak (;,Z) Ipk (r) e 
k=1 
where g 	i = p + Z s the relative separation of the colliding systems, p 
is the classical impact-parameter, Z is the distance along the assumed 
straight-line trajectory, the tp k are the products of the unperturbed 
wave functions of the collision partners, e.g. the product of a is 
hydrogen wave function and a 2 
1
S wave function of helium for H-He 
collisions, the 	are the internal atomic energies of the system, and 
the a
k 
are coefficients to be determined. Upon substitution of (1-1) 
into the Schr8dinger equation, a set of coupled first-order differen-
tial equations for the ak is obtained, which is identical to the time-
dependent perturbation theory equations (Merzbacher 1961) with the 
substitution Z = vt. Here v is the velocity of the incident particle 
in the center of mass system, and is assumed to remain constant through- 
3 
out the collision. in correspondence with the time-dependent theory, 
the lak (P,p3 )1 2 are identified with the probabilities for the transi-
tions i-4-k at impact-parameter p. The resulting cross section is then 
obtained by integrating these transition probabilities over all space 
a
k
(v) = 27r j la (p,..)1 2 p dp 
0 k (1-2) 
The impact-parameter treatment of Bates has achieved great success in 
the area of heavy-particle collisions (Flannery 1969a, 1969b, 1969c, 
1970); however, no corresponding theory had been developed at this time 
for the calculation of differential cross sections. More refined treat-
ments based on the JWKB approximation have been advanced by Bates and 
Holt (1966) and by Bates and Crothers (1970). Only recently (Byron 
1971; Bransden and Coleman 1972a, 1972b; Flannery and McCann 1973) 
have differential cross sections been determined for the impact-
parameter method. Further, it has been shown by Flannery and McCann 
(1973) that (1-2) is a valid expression for the total cross section 
only in the limit of high energies, and is not at all suitable for 
electron-atom collisions. The correct expression for the total cross 





 (v) = f an d2- (0,4) dit (1-3) 
5 
A different type of semiclassical treatment has been advanced by 
Flannery (1970b). This treatment, called the semiquantal treatment, 
treats the entire collision classically with an injection of quantum 
mechanics to determine the velocity distribution of the active electron, 
and to determine the correct projectile-electron cross section. This 
procedure, however, is designed primarily to treat ioniaztion processes. 
The fully classical theories (Thomson 1912, 1924; Thomas 1927; 
Gryzinski 1959, 1965; Flannery 1970) are intended for the treatment of 
ionization processes. A detailed account of binary-encounter and clas-
sical collision theories has been given by Vriens (1969). 
An examination of the existing theories indicates that for a wide 
range of applications the semiclassical theories seem to enjoy the 
greatest seccess. In the present work a semiclassical theoretical treat-
ment of elastic and inelastic collisions is developed in which the rela-
tive motion of the colliding systems is described by the eikonal approx-
imation, and the internal electronic motion of the systems is treated 
by a multistate expansion. 
The theory is applied to the calculation of differential and 
total cross sections for electron-atom, ion-atom, and atom-atom colli-
sions, and the comparison with available experimental data is found to 
be excellent. The present theory is found to be applicable to a wide 
range of collisions and to be valid over an energy range from near the 
excitation threshold on up to very high energies. Further, it is seen 
that the energy at which the Born approximation becomes valid is consid-
erably higher than previously thought; this fact should be of consider- 
6 
able interest to experimentalists who frequently normalize their data 
to the Born cross section at "high" energies. 
Finally, it is shown that by adopting simplifying approximations, 
the present treatment yields formulae presented by other investigators. 
The relationships between these various theories and the present theory 
are examined and the inadequacies of the earlier theories are displayed. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MULTICHANNEL EIKONAL THEORY 
In this chapter a semiclassical theory for the description of 
scattering processes is developed. The semiclassical nature of the 
theory arises from the treatment of the relative motion of the collid-
ing systems by the eikonal approximation rather than by a full quantal 
treatment, such as in the close-coupling approximation which does not 
separate the translational and electronic motions of the system. 
Eikonal Approximation  
Before developing the present theory, it is necessary to pre-
sent the underlying approximation, the eikonal approximation. The 
eikonal theory is a high energy or weak interaction theory which rep-
resents the relative motion of two interacting systems by a distorted 
plane-wave, and may be considered to be a first order correction to the 
Born approximation, which represents the relative motion of the systems 
by a simple plane-wave. 
In order to develop the eikonal theory, the wave function for 
the relative motion is written as 
1p() = exp{i s()} 
	
(2-1) 






	= {E - v()} 2m 
where E is the total translational energy of the system, yields the 
equation which S(R) must satisfy, 




If the wave function (2-1) is replaced by a plane-wave, i.e. S(R) = kZ, 
2 
then V S(E) = 0. Based on the assumption that S(E) is slowly varying 
for high energy or weak interaction collisions, (2-2) may be reasonably 
approximated by 
(S) 2 -21-11 {E - V()} 
t2 
(2-3) 
which is just the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical mechanics. 
The approximation (2-3) is expected to be valid for collisional energies 
which are significantly greater than the interaction energy and the 
internal energy of the system. When these conditions are satisfied, the 
classical trajectory of the system will not deviate significantly from 
a straight line path. For convenience, the classical straight line 
trajectory is chosen to be parallel to the Z-axis. Use of the straight 






5-E - 	{E - VCM} (2- 1k) 
Integration of (2-4) yields 
s(:,z) = J 	{E - v()} dZ 
	
(2- 5) 
In order to determine the constant of integration in (2-5), it is nec-





The condition (2-6) states that before the colliding systems interact, 
the relative motion of the systems is described by a plane-wave. Use 
of (2-6) in (2-5) yields the desired equation for Sa-t) 
1/2 
S(p,Z4) = kZ + f_c o 0.(E - .17)] - k dZ (2-7) 
-4- 
where the vector R has been replaced by its cylindrical coordinates 
(P,Z4.)• 
Hence, when the assumptions inherent in the eikonal approximation 
hold, the relative motion of a colliding system may be described by 
10 
a distorted plane-wave (2-1) where 5(11) is given by (2-7). It should 
also be noted that if the second term in (2-7) can be neglected, then 
the Born approximation is valid, so that a validity criterion for the 
applicability of the Born approximation is that the following inequality 
hold 
  
V dZ << 1 
  
Multistate Scattering Theory  
In the development of the present theory, the following type 
of reaction is considered 
A + (B+e) 	A + (B+e) 
where the asterisk denotes the possibility of excitation of the (B+e) 
system. For clarity, only one active electron is considered; however, 
the necessary generalization to many electrons is straightforward. 
Although the present treatment neglects both charge transfer and elec-
tron exchange effects, it can be modified to incorporate these effects. 
The inclusion of charge transfer channels and electron symmetry, however, 
introduces severe computational difficulties; further, these effects are 
important only at low energies in the reactions considered. 
The coordinate system used to describe the collision process is 
represented in Figure 1. The origin, 0, in Figure 1 is at rest in the 
laboratory (LAB) system. Use of the coordinate system in Figure 1 
yields the LAB Hamiltonian 
A 
11 
Figure 1. Coordinate System Used in the Description of the 
A + (B 4 e) Collision. 
12 
t - 2 t2 2 t2 2 
H 	= - 	
V1 
	 V+V +V + V LAB 2MA 2MB V2 2m 3 	Ae 	Be 	AB (2-9) 
where MA , MB , and m are the masses of particles A, B, and the active 
electron, respectively; the 	= 1,2,3) represent differentiation with 





 are the two-body 
interaction potentials between the indicated particles. Generally, it 
is more convenient to work in the center-of-mass (CM) coordinate system. 
In order to represent (2-9) in this system, the following transform-




r = 	- A 1 b 2  
MA MB 
(2 -10b) 
MA1 + Mj2 + 3 = 
CM 	MA + MB + m 
(2-10c) 
Coordinate 	 i is the relative internuclear coordinate; coordinate r is 
the coordinate of the active electron with respect to the nuclear center 
of mass; and R
CM 
 is the coordinate of the center of mass of the system 
with respect to the LAB origin. The coordinates R, r, and R
CM 
 are shown 
in Figure 1. 
Use of the transformations (2-10a,b,c) allows the derivatives 
appearing in the LAB Hamiltonian to be rewritten as 




tot CM R MA+MB 
r (2-11a) 
= 




CM + r 
	 (2-11c) 
By using (2-ila,b,c) in (2-9) the LAB Hamiltonian may be reexpressed as 
2 
HLAB = 	
f2  V2 - 	V2 -V2 +V +V + V 
2M
tot CM 2p R 2m' r 	Ae 	Be 	AB 
(2-12) 
where 
Mtot = MA 4. MB m 
	
(2-13a) 
MA MB  p = 
M
A 





+ Ms ) 





is the total mass of the system; p is the reduced mass of the nuc-
lei; and m' is the reduced mass of the electron, which, in practice, may 









VAB are independent of the loca-
tion of the center of mass, and thus the motion of the system's center 
of mass may be described by a plane-wave. Since the translational 
motion of the system's center of mass is not relevant to the problem, 
it is more convenient to deal with the center-of-mass Hamiltonian 
fat 




 2m r 	Ae 	Be 	AB 
(2-14) 
The wave equation describing the complete system in the CM frame 
is 
- E) 10,.;) = 0 
	
(2-15) 
where H is given by (2-14) and the coordinates and r 	given by 











An ( 2-16) 
where k
n 




is the product of the unperturbed wave functions in the n
th 
channel (e.g. 	= 6ls' 
62'S for hydrogen-helium collisions), and f n0 (0) 
'  
is the scattering amplitude for scattering through the angle O. 
In order to separate the relative motion of the system from the 
internal motion, the system wave function is expanded as 





(R) is the channel eigenfunction which represents the relative 
motion of the system, and x n(L;) is the internal wave function of the 
system which depends, however, on the relative separation of the col-
liding particles. The expansion (2-17) could be symmetrized and taken 
to include charge transfer channels; however, as previously mentioned, 
the computational difficulties involved are great. 
The functions Fn (R) in (2-17) are required to satisfy the follow-
ing asymptotic boundary conditions 
F () 	
ik R 




where 0R is the angle through which the relative separation vector 
changes, rather than the angle through which 14A is changed; asymptoti-
cally both OR and 6 are the same. The channel eigenfunctions F n 
are assumed to provide most of the description of the relative motion. 
It is now necessary to find the asymptotic boundary conditions 
for the xn(, -;), such that the conditions (2-16) are satisfied. From 
Figure 2, which is a detail of part of Figure 1, it is seen that RA is 
15 
16 
Figure 2. A Detail of the Coordinate System Shown in Figure 1. 
17 
a vector which joins the center of mass of the (B+e)-system to the pro-




1 0 •13A = 	- 	+ m 
r
B 
which may be rewritten as 




























= R - mB 	
+ m rB •R (2-21) 
18 
, 










lies along the direction of 	therefore 
k R 	k R + akn .rB n A R,RA4c° n 
(2-22) 
Use of (2-19) and (2-22) with (2-18) yields the boundary condi-









The exponential factor in (2-23) is usually negligible for direct pro-
cesses in atom-atom and electron-atom collisions; however, in the case 
of rearrangement collisions, the exponential factor may be very impor-
tant. 
4- 
It is necessary to say something about the functions x
n
(E,r). 
Generally, when only direct processes are considered, the 
Xn 
 are chosen 
to be a complete orthonormal set; however, this set can obviously be 
chosen in a number of different ways. Formally, since the summation in 
(2-17) is over all states of the set, all basis sets should serve equal-
ly well. In practice, the summation in (2-17) is truncated so that it 
19 
includes only the "important" states in the interaction. Hence, it is 
necessary to choose the Xn so that the truncated version of (2-17) 
adequately describes the system. 
For high energy collisions, for which the two colliding atomic 
systems retain their distinctness over most of the trajectory, the X n 
 are chosen to be just the product of the unperturbed eigenfunctions of 
the colliding systems (2-23). 
However, for low energy collisions, for which the two systems 
influence one another over a large part of the trajectory, the X n are 
chosen to be a set of quasi-molecular functions. This choice of a set 
of molecular wave functions for low energy collisions is especially 
desireable, since it automatically takes into account the fact that the 
natural axis of quantization is along the internuclear line for slow 
collisions. 
The equations satisfied by the channel eigenfunctions, F n , are 
now determined. By taking the inner product of X n and the system wave 
equation 
(xn , ( H-E) T ) = 0 	 ( 2-24) 
the desired equations may be found. 
In order to simplify the expansion of (2-24), the Hamiltonian 
is decomposed as 
(2-25) 
where H' is the part of the Hamiltonian which does not contain the 




H = - 2
m 


















is the total binding energy of the system and k n 
is the wave 
vector of the relative motion of the system in the n
th 
channel. 
Use of (2-17), (2-25), (2-26), and (2-27) in (2-24) yields 
G (xn ,(H - wmxm) = 0 
m 












The matrix elements of the interaction are defined by 









(Note that 	- 2m Vr + VBe - Ernhm = 0.) 
Substitution of (2-29) in (2-28) yields 
r
2 
2 2 X (Xn , R + 2Tirkm
2 
 ix m 
 F 
m





mxm in (2-30) may be expanded as 
VR2Fmxm = xmVR2Fm + 2( RFm)•(" RXm) + FmVR
2 
 Xm 	 (2-31) 






VR Fn + w-kn




y nmFm - 	(x n,V 





)•vR;rt.] 2R  
m#n 
Generally, the basis functions 	are chosen to be slowly varying 
functions of i, so that the terms involving 
VR2xm 
may be neglected with 
respect to those involving VRxm. Alternatively, the matrix element 
(2-29) may be redefined as 
4- 	 2 
V (new)  (R) = V111 	 n R 
2 




n 	2u 	n 	n n 
k - Vn F=YVF- 




Ly .V F 
m nm R m 
(2-33) 





nm = 	(XnRm) 
	
(2-34) 
In many cases the x
n
(R,r) are chosen to be independent of R, in 




are zero and the inner product (2-34) is also zero, 
and (2-33) is greatly simplified. 
It should be noted that (2-33) is an exact equation except for 
the neglect of the charge transfer channels and symmetry, and possibly 






In order to make use of the eikonal approximation in the solution 
















n2  - V
nn n 	
= 0 (2-36) 
The homogeneous equation (2-36) has the same form as the Schr8dinger 
23 




En (i) = exp{i Sn ()} 	 (2-37) 
and substituting (2-37) into (2-36), results similar to (2-7) are obtain-





. Hence, within the context of 
the eikonal formulation S
n 





Z + IZ L
14n 
	





The integration in (2-38) is performed along a straight line which 
may be represented as 
R = p + Z 
	
(2-39) 
where p is the classical impact-parameter, perpendicular to the Z-axis. 
The validity of the straight line trajectory assumption requires 
the kinetic energy of the system to be much greater than the energy of 
interaction, i.e. in the n
th 












n 	 << K 	 2 n 3Z 
(2-43) 
24 
the validity of the use of the eikonal assumption is in doubt. However, 
the fact that the eikonal treatment obviates the need for a detailed 
knowlege of the trajectory, R(t), makes the use of the eikonal assump-
tion attractive even when (2-40) is not well satisfied. 
For convenience the "local wave vector", K
n
(i), is defined by 
2 4- 	2 	2p 
K
n 




























n n  8z2 L1KnIln 3Z 
(2-42) 
where the variation of A
n 
in the direction perpendicular to the Z-axis 
has been assumed to be small which is the case if the relative motion is 
primarily in the direction of the Z-axis. Further, the assumption is 
made that 
The basis for this last assumption is that the relative motion is well 
described by a distorted plane wave (2-37), and hence, most of the var- 
iation of F
n









(R) = V)- 
 [7 n(R)An(R)1 
(i2)1 







= iK E A Z + n Z 
n n n 	n 
By assuming that the second term on the right hand side is much less 





















(2-37), 	(2-42), 	(2-43), 	and 	(2-45) 
p 
1K 	-Z E A 
nm m m 	m
y 







By using (2-37) in (2-46), the following equations for the An 
 are obtained 
2i ft21 	Mn - 
- 
V A- DJ< y • A ]e
i(S 
 In S n
) 
t2pi Kn aZ 	Cm#n nm m m m nm 	m (2-47) 
25 
26 
Hence, the system wave function may be written as 
= 	A
n 
 (P- ,z) eiSn(;,Z) Xn (R,r) 
+ + (2-48) 
n 
where the xn satisfy the asymptotic boundary conditions 






(p,Z) is defined by (2-38) and the An (;,Z) are the 
solutions of (2-47). 
By using (2-41), (2-38) may be more compactly written as 






For convenience, new coefficients Bn (p,Z) are defined by 
Bn (p , Z) = An (p , Z) exp i[l ficn - kn 1 dd (2-50) 
-03 
(Note that IBn (  = IAn I.) By using (2-50), An may be expressed in terms 
of Bn as 
A = Bn exp -471 [K - k] n 	 n 	n 
(2-51) 
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and the derivative of A may then be written as 
n 
DA 	[313





) dZ 	(2-52) 




in f = t(kf - K f )Bf 	L V, B ei(kn - kf)Z 












The theory presented up to this point has been concerned with 
finding the system wave function T(i,), which may be written as 
T(C1) y Bn 	eiknZ xn (LI) n  (2-54) 
where the B
n 
satisfy the coupled-equations (2-53), subject to the 
initial conditions 
Bn 	= (Sni 
	 (2-55) 
where i denotes the initial state of the system. 
In order to find expressions for the differential and total cross 
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sections, the scattering amplitude for transition from the initial state 
(i) to the final state (f) is now considered. The scattering amplitude 
is defined by 
ffi' 	= P 	(x ivn0 2rh 2 (2-56) 
By using (2-54), the expression (2-56) for the scattering amplitude 
may be rewritten as 








, the last exponential in the above expression 
may be approximated by unity, when only direct precesses are considered. 
Then by making use of (2-29), (2-57) yields 
ffi (04) - - 	U 2 I 	Vfn (11)B  n  (ft,Z) ei(-14-1-4)4 ei(kn-ki)Z 
(2-58) 
zirn n 
NqherethefaCtthatrC-is parallel to the Z-axis has been used. The 1 
momentum transfer vector, K, is defined by 
1.Z = t. - t f 	 (2-59) 
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Substitution of (2-59) into (2-58) yields the basic equation for the 
scattering amplitude within the context of this treatment 
i(k 
ffi (e4) = — 	2 	di y Vfn (i)B n (;,Z ) 	e n 	 (2-60) 
	
2TIS n 
Although the integration in (2-60) could be performed directly, 
an important special case reduces (2-60) to a more manageable form. 
This special case occures whenever the 0-dependence of the matrix elem-




















, the difference between the magnetic quantum numbers 
of the states n and f. The decomposition (2-61) is very improtant, he- 
cause it holds, in general, whenever the interaction potential V(R,r
4. 
 ) 
may be expressed as the sum of central potentials; e.g., the sum of two-
body Coulomb interactions in the case of electron-atom collisions. 
When the decomposition (2-61) is possible, it is convenient to 










= Bn (p,Z) (2-62) 
where, obviously, ICn I = IBn 	Then, after multiplying (2-53) through 
by efi
(I)
, the following equations for the C
n 
are obtained 




y KnY 	Cn ei(kn-kf )Z 
f n 
For convenience, it is assumed in the remainder of this chapter 
that the basis functions, xn , are chosen to be independent of the rel- 
ative position, R. The reason this assumption is made is to simplify 
the remainder of the derivation; also, the basis functions actually 
4- 
chosen in the work discussed in the later chapters are independent of R. 
The effect of this assumption is to reduce the inner product (2-34) to 
zero. 
Now the summation (2-60) is considered. By using (2-62) and 
(2-53) the summation may be reexpressed as 
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p DZ ff 	p 	ff = 	if [ 
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Use of the above summation in (2-60) yields 




















The dot product k4 may be written as 
= 	+ K
z
Z = K'p cos(-0 + K
z
Z 
where 1.1.1 is the component of the momentum transfer perpendicular to the 
Z-axis. 
By using the integral 
f2ff 
e
i(ncl) + z cos 0 	 n 
d(1) = 2ffi J (z) 
0 






(1)) = - i
A+1 J  J
A (K‘p) [11 
 (P ,A) - iI
2
(p,Odp dp (2-65) 
where J
A 
is a Bessel function of the first kind of order A E A . 	and 






















ICf (p ' Z) eiaZ dZ -m (2-67) 










(1 - cos 0) 
	
(2-68) 
which is the difference between the Z-component of the momentum transfer 
and the minimum value of the momentum transfer. Further, for large k
f
, 
a becomes large when significant deviations from 0 0 scattering occur, 
causing the exponential factor e
iaZ 
to damp out the integrals I I and 1 2 . 
Thus the differential cross sections at a fixed large angle of scatter-
ing should decrease with increasing energy. 
Equations (2-65) through (2-68) form the basic results of the 
present theory. The differential and total cross sections are subse-












Equations (2-65) through (2-70) form what will be called the 
multichannel eikonal approximation or full eikonal approximation. It 
should be noted that no approximations beyond those of the eikonal ap-
proximation itself have been made, but the results (2-65) through (2-6R) 
are valid only for central potentials and basis sets, x n , which are 
' 	4- independent of the relative separation R; for other cases the scattering 
amplitude must be computed from the more general form (2-60). 
CHAPTER III 
APPROXIMATIONS TO THE MULTICHANNEL EIKONAL THEORY 
In Chapter II the full eikonal theory has been presented. The 
present chapter deals with approximations, which have been presented by 
other investigators. The relationships between these theories and the 
present theory will be shown. For reference purposes, Figure 3 at the 
end of the chapter gives a diagramatic presentation of the relations 
between the different approximations presented in this chapter. 
For convenience, the important equations of Chapter II are pres-
ented again. The system wave function is 
T(i,;) = X C (p,Z) ei" eiknZ x 
n n 	 n 
(3-1) 
where the coefficients C
n 









fl(k 	)C 111 TE-, = 	f - K f f • 	 f n fiK 	n 
solved subject to the intiial conditions 






and where it has again been assumed that the basis functions are inde-










The scattering amplitude from the initial state i to the final state f 
is 
f fi (e ' 	= — 	
+1 fa J
(VP) [1 1  (P,e) - 2 (P e)] p dp 	(3-4) 
0 




are given by 
DC 
1
0 	= Kf(P,Z) 9Z










Er (K f — k,) + 11— V 
JJ1 r 	2 	ff 
Cf (PoZ) e
iaZ 
p dp (3-6) 







 ) = k(1 - cos 0) 	 (3-7) 
The Born Approximation  
Perhaps the simplest approximation which can be made is to neg-
lect all couplings except that which connects the initial and final 





(p) = - P 	I V
fi 
 (11) exp 
rh 2  
which is the Born-wave scattering amplitude. In fact, the Born approx-
imation follows directly from each of the approximations A, B, and C to 
be discussed below, a fact that has been shown explicitly by Flannery 
and McCann (1973) for approximation C(0), which is a special case of 
approximation C. 
Approximation A  
The first multistate approximation to the full treatment follows 
from expanding the local wave vector K f in the integral (3-6) as 
K f (R) = kf 	2 	Vff (Pt) 
ii k
f 








3 CA f  
= - i
A+1 	
JA (VP) P dP 	Kf az 
eiaZ 
 dZ 
0 Lx 00 
(3-10) 
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that is, when the translational energy is significantly greater than 
the energy of interaction. 
With the aid of the expansion (3-8) it is seen that the integrand 






), which is the order of the expan-
sion (3-8). Thus the scattering amplitude reduces to 
f
A 	 p 	
e
i(-P6 -i+A(D) + r A 



































Approximation B  
A second approximation to the multistate theory is arrived at by 
setting the local wave numbers equal to their asymptotic values, i.e. 
by setting Kn = kn in (3-10) and (3-11). 
As previously mentioned, both approximations A and B yield the 




in (3-9). An improvment 
over the Born approximation for elastic scattering results by including 
hvi fo Vi i 




only the initial state coefficient in (3-11), i.e. by setting C
B 
= C.6 in 
in (3-11) with K. = k.
1 . In this case 
Ci (P,Z) = exp - fie 
	 J 	V..11 (P,Z 7 ) dZ' 
-m 














Equations (3-12) and (3-13) are just the usual eikonal approximation 
for elastic scattering by a fixed potential (cf. Glauber 1959, Bransden 
1970). 
Another form of approximation B is obtained when the system wave 
function (3-1) is projected onto the distorted wave 
Z 





-4- 	ik -R 
for the final state, rather than onto the undistorted wave X f (r) e f . 
60(Z) = - 1  I 	Vii dZ 	1 	Vff dZ 




Then the resulting distorted-wave scattering amplitude is 
DW 
ffi (0, 	= 	
co 
JA(K'p)p 	
-03  kf 
f 	
tv
1 exp i(aZ + — f 0 
3 	
Vff dZ') dZ 
f 0  
where the C f satisfy (3-11) with K f = kf . A special case of this dis-
torted-wave result is the two-state approximation, which includes only 
the initial and final states in (3-11). Then the distorted-wave scat-







0 	 -co 
= - 	JA (kf









x exp if[(ki - kf ) + a]Z + 60(Z)1 dZ 
where 
Equations (3-15) and (3-16) are identical to the distorted-wave Born 
result derived by Chen et al. (1972) from a different approach. In fact, 
the distorted-wave Born approach is nearly equivalent to a two-state 
calculation in approximation B, since the DWB method includes the matrix 
elements V
ii ' Vff' 
and V
fi' 
while the two-state method also includes the 
back-coupling term Vif. 
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Approximation C(a)  
By using conservation of energy, the exponential factor, kn- kf , 
in the coupled-equations (3-11) may be written as 
2c
fn  









= c f - c
n
. For collisions in which the energy of relative 
motion is much greater than the energy of excitation, the velocities 
will 	 nd they will be 
nearly constant over the entire interaction region. Under these con-














0) = - A+1 k. I J(10P) DZf 
 e
iaZ 
dZ p dp 
0 	 -co 
(3-19) 
where 

















Further, for high energy collisions in which most of the scat-
tering occurs at small angles, it is seen that a = 0, since for small 
angles 
C 
K -fi  z 
1 
Hence, by setting a = 0 in (3-19), the familiar impact-parameter scat-


















Results similar to (3-21) and (3-22) have been derived by Byron 
(1970) and by Bransden and his colleagues (Bransden and Coleman 1972; 
Bransden, Coleman, and Sullivan 1972). Bransden et al. have also in-
cluded a second order potential in their derivation of (3-21), which 
takes some account of the terms neglected in the truncation of the multi-
state expansion. 
There is a definite computational advantage in the use of (3-22) 
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to calculate the scattering amplitude, since only the asymptotic values 
of the C
f 
are required, and these are obtained from the integration of 
the coupled-equations (3-21). However, the other versions of (3-22), 
approximations A, B, and C(a), require explicit knowlege of the C f 
and their derivatives along the entire trajectory, i.e. in the more 
accurate versions of the theory the Z-integration must be performed 
directly, whereas in approximation C(0) the Z-integration is performed 
during the solution of the coupled equations, thus reducing the amount 
of computation necessary. 
Further, in the limit of large impact velocities, the computation 
of the total cross section is also greatly simplified. From (2-69) and 








=— 	Iffi (e ' 01
2 
sin 0 dO dcp 
i 0 0 
By using (3-22), the above expression may be rewritten as 
a 
fi 
= 2w f 0 (K i p) J
A
(K I P') [Cf ' c°) - 6 1[C
c
(P' ' m) - 6
* 
0 
A 	 fi 	f 	 fi 
(3- 2 3) 
x p dp p' dp'} sin e de 
where K
f 
= k . Now 
K' = kf 
sin 0 







cos 0 dO = k
f 
dO 







J(K'p) J(K' p') [C
c






fi f 	fi 	f 	' J  
x p dp p' dp' K' dK' 
HoTATever,whenk.+Ic
f 
is very large, the following integral may be used 
fm 




and hence, the expression for the total cross section becomes 
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which is the usual impact-parameter result. It should be noted that 
the customary derivation of (3-24) arises from the assumption that the 
lc n
12 
are the probabilities for transition. This assumption stems from 
the fact that the coupled-equations (3-21) may be derived from the time- 
dependent perturbation equations via the substitution Z = vit, in which 
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case the IC n 1 2 do represent the probability for transition. However, 
a comparison between cross sections calculated from (3-24) and from a 
direct integration of the differential cross sections often exhibits a 
large discrepancy, which is due to the incorrect assumption that the 
velocity is unchanging over the trajectory, and even more, to the fact 
that k. 	kf is not reasonably approximated by infinity. 
Generally, (3-24) is valid for heavy-particle collisions for 
which k.
1 kf 	 1 
0(10
3
); however, for electron-atom collisions k. + k f 
is typically on the order of ten, and hence, the use of (3-24) is not 
justified. 
The Glauber Approximation  
An important variation of approximation C(0) is found by consid-
ering the high energy limit of (3-21). This limit is obtained when the 
following assumption is valid 
e
fn - 0 	 (3-25) 
vi 
Then, inclusion of all states in the summation of (3-21) yields the 
coupled-equations 
3C f 	1 	cG(p,z) Vfn(P,Z) —vi n 
(3-26) 
The equations (3-26) may be solved exactly, yielding 
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The corresponding scattering amplitude is 
÷, 
	
4- .4- 	(3-28) 
ik. 	 * 	iX(P,r) _ 




X(P,r) - - by V(r,p,Z) dZ 
-co 
(3-29) 
Equations (3-28) and (3-29) are identical to the expressions derived by 
Glauber (1970). 
It is important to note that although, in principle, the Glauber 
approximation is a subset of approximation C(0), there is a fundamental 
difference, since approximation C(0) does not include couplings to all 
states, whereas, the Glauber approximation does. This inclusion of 
couplings to all channels is important, because it yields the correct 
long range polarization interaction, which is very important for elastic 
scattering and for low energy scattering in general. 
APPROXIMATION C(a) a = KZ 
- E 	= 0 
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Figure 3• Schematic Diagram Illustrating Approximations To The 
Multichannel Eikonal Treatment. 
CHAPTER IV 
ELECTRON-ATOM SCATTERING 
In the present chapter the full eikonal treatment of Chapter II 
and the subsequent approximations of Chapter III are applied to electron-
atom scattering. In particular, the following reactions are considered 
e + H(1s) 	e + H(ls,2s,213 0 ,2p+1 ) 	 (4-1) 
and 













In the full eikonal treatment, the lowest five states of the 
respective target atom have been closely coupled. Differential and 
total cross sections have been calculated and are disnlaved along with 
experimental data and with other theoretical calculations. 
Electron-Hydrogen Scattering  
Differential and total cross sections for the reaction (4-1) 
have been calculated for incident electron energies in the range 
13.6 eV < E. < 200 eV. 
— 1 — 
Total Cross Sections 
In Table 1, total cross sections obtained from the full eikonal 
treatment and from approximations A, B, C(a), and the impact-parameter 
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Tablel.TotalCrossSections(rra02 )atImpactaergyE(0) for the 
Processes e + H(1s) 	e + H(n2), me = 1s,2s,213 0 ,2p±1 . 









20 is 0.841 0.923 0.703 0.651 0.714 1.056 
2s 0.145 0.174 0.131 0.070 0.122 0.147 
2p0 0.398 0.524 0.319 0.347 0.373 0.447 
2p±1 0.322 0.355 0.297 0.307 0.931 0.720 
2p 0.720 0.879 0.616 0.654 1.304 1.167 
50 is 0.365 0.378 0.332 0.373 0.371 0.519 
2s 0.090 0.095 0.085 0.076 0.089 0.083 
2p0 0.350 0.360 0.347 0.352 0.303 0.279 
2p±1 0.515 0.522 0.514 0.515 0.717 0.569 
2p 0.865 0.882 0.861 0.867 1.020 0.848 
100 is 0.224 0.229 0.202 0.202 0.213 0.271 
2s 0.052 0.053 0.050 0.049 0.053 0.054 
2p0 0.190 0.192 0.191 0.196 0.176 0.173 
2p±1 0.439 0.441 0.439 0.443 0.506 0.484 
2p 0.629 0.633 0.630 0.639 0.682 0.657 
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approximation are displayed. 
The comparison between the columns C(0) and IP (impact-parameter) 
of Table 1 is a direct measure of the error in the calculations of the 
total cross section introduced by the use of (3-24) to calculate the 
cross section, rather than by direct integration of the differential 
cross section. 
In general, the entries in column IP exceed those of C(0) except 
in the 4+1 channel. The overestimate for the A = 0 channels and the 
underestimate for the A = 1 channel is due to the integration over non-
physical momentum transfers in (3-23), which is implicit in the use of 
(3-24). 
The inclusion of the phase a by approximation C(a) (cf. equation 
(3-19)) causes a reduction in the total cross sections over those of 
C(0), which is expected, because the phase factor exp iaZ in (3-19) 
tends to damp out the integral. Acknowledgement of the different asym-
ptotic speeds vn via approximation B yields cross sections which are 
generally larger than those of approximation C(a), particularly at the 
lower energies, where the difference in the asymptotic speeds is more 
pronounced. The effect of the adoption of the local wave vector K
n 
rather than its asymptotic limit k
n 
via approximation A is displayed in 
columns A and B of Table 1. The overall effect is an increase in the 
cross sections at all energies, such that the impact-parameter (IP) 
approximation appears to yield better results than the approximation 
merits, i.e. the effects of the successive refinements introduced in 
approximations C(0), C(a), B, and A tend to cancel one another. 
Finally, the cross sections given by the full eikonal treatment 
50 
displayed in Table 1 are slightly less than those of approximation A. 
In conclusion, the changes introduced by the various modifications of 
the full eikonal treatment, displayed in Table 1, are significant at 
the lower energies, but become negligible at the higher energies, as 
expected, since all the approximations become valid at sufficiently 
high impact energy. 
Comparison With Other Theories and Experiment  
The elastic and inelastic total cross sections, obtained from the 
full eikonal treatment, are displayed in Table 2 for various impact 
energies, Ei . The present 2s and 2p excitation cross sections are com-
pared in Figures 4a and 4b with the calculations of other investigators: 
the pseudo-state method of Burke and Webb (1970), the second-order 
potential approach of Sullivan et al. (1972), and the polarized orbital 
distorted-wave model of McDowell et al. (1973). The results of approx-
imation B have also been displayed in Figures 4a and 4b along with those 
of the Born approximation, and of the impact-parameter treatment. The 
2p experimental data of Long et al. (1968), normalized to the present 
value of 0.453 Trao
2 
at 200 eV (rather than to the corresponding Born 
result of 0.485 7ra
o
2
, which is 7% higher), and the values of a
ls-2s 
+ 
0.23 als-3p measured by Kauppila et al. (1970) are also shown in Figures 
4a and 4b, respectively. 
The agreement between the present treatment, the pseudo-state 
values and experimental data is very good for the 2p excitation. The 
results of approximation B are indistinguishable from the full treatment 
for energies above 50 eV. The difference between the second-order pot-
ential method and the impact-parameter calculations is a direct measure 
Table 2. Elastic and Inelastic Cross Sections (us 
o
2
) From the 
Full Eikonal Approximation for the Processes 
e + H(1s)-■ e + H(nL), n2 = ls, 2s, 2p0 , 2p11 . 
ni is 2s 2p0 2p±1 2p 
E.(eV) 
13.6 1.290 0.120 0.345 0.115 0.460 
20.0 0.841 0.145 0.398 0.322 0.720 
30.0 0.615 0.124 0.387 0.449 0.836 
50.0 0.365 0.090 0.350 0.515 0.865 
100.0 0.224 0.052 0.190 0.439 0.629 
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''figure 4. Total Cross Sections for the 2p and 2s Excitations of H(1s) 
by Electrons. (The curves shown are: FE, full eikonal treat-
ment; EB, approximation B;411, nseudo-state method; S, second-
order potential method;13, impact-parameter method; B, Born 
approximation;X, polarized-orbital method;A, experiment.) 
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of the effect of the second-order coupling introduced by Bransden and 
Coleman (1972) which takes account of the long-range polarization inter-
action in the incident channel. The present full eikonal treatment is a 
considerable improvement over both the Born and impact-parameter approx-
imations. 
In the 2s-channel there is a much wider variation in the theore-
tical cross sections, especially at impact energies less than 50 eV. 
Unfortunately, the measured values of Kauppila et al. do not resolve the 
matter, because these measurements include the cascade contribution, 
0.23 
als-3p
, which has not been calculated. Direct comparison between 
the full eikonal treatment and experiment will he possible only when the 
n=3 channels are included in the summation (2-63). It should be noted 
that the inclusion of the local wave vector K
n
(R) rather than its asvm- 
ptotic value k
n 
(approximation B) introduces a maximum in the 2s cross 
section. The close agreement of the present treatment with the polar-
ized wave model of McDowell et al. for energies greater than 40 eV is 
probably fortuitous, since the latter includes exchange and polarization 
effects. The closeness of the impact-parameter results to the present 
full treatment is felt to be largely due to a cancellation of errors, as 
previously mentioned. 
Differential Cross Sections  
An examination of the differential cross sections permits 
further insight into the validity of the various theoretical treatments. 
It will be seen that the differential cross section provides a more sen-
sitive comparison between theory and experiment. 
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Elastic Scattering. Results of the nresent theory for elastic 
scattering at 50 eV and 100 eV are shown in Figure 5 along with the 
measurement of Teubner et al. (1973), the calculations of Winters et al. 
(1973), and the Glauber results of Franco and of Mathur (1974). 
Although the experimental results are subject to a 35% error, a 
comparison between the full eikonal treatment and the calculations of 
Winters et al. clearly demonstrates the necessity of the inclusion of 
polarization and electron-exchange, which are important in small angle 
and large angle scattering, respectively, and which are included in the 
treatment of Winters et al. but neglected in the present treatment. 
Inelastic Scattering. Figures 6a and 6b display the 2p 0 , 213+1 , 
and total 2p differential cross sections at 50 eV and 100 eV, respec-
tively. The distorted-wave calculations of Chen et al. (1972) at 50 eV 
and 100 eV along with the Glauber calculations of Tai et al. (1970) at 
100 eV are also shown in the figures. A comparison between the present 
treatment and that of Chen et al. shows the effect of the 2s-2p coupling, 
which has been neglected by Chen et al., is to decrease the 2p scatter-
ing at small angles. 
Figures 7a and 7b display the corresponding 2s differential cross 
sections at 50 eV and 100 eV, respectively. Two-state calculations have 
also been carried out for the 2s channel and the results agree closely 
with the distorted-wave Born calculation of Chen et al. who found that 
electron-exchange, the importance of which increases with angle, is very 
small in the 2s channel. Figures 7a and 7b show that the more important 
effect arises from the coupling of the 2s channel with the 2p channel, 
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Figure 5. Differential Cross Sections for Elastic Scattering of 
Electrons by H(ls) at 50 eV. ( 	present four-state 
treatment at (a) 50 eV, (b) 100 Glauber approximation 
(Franco 1968); -- —Polarized Glauber approximation (Mathur 
1974);------second-order potential theory with exchange 
(Winters et al. 1973); AL Experimental results of Teubner 
et al. (1973).) 
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Figure 6. Differential Cross Sections for the 2p 0 , 2p, and 2p Excita- 
tions of Has) by Electron Impact at (a) 5n -e
1
V and (b) inn eV. 
(The solid lines represent the present four-state treatment; 
the dashed curves represent the distorted-wave Born treatment 
of Chen et al. (1972); and • is the Glauber calculation of 
Tai et al. (1970).) 
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Scattering Angle e(deg) 
Figure 7. Differential Cross Sections for the 2s Excitation of H(ls) 
by Electron Impact at (a) 50 eV and (b) 100 eV. (The solid 
curves represent the present four-state treatment; the dashed 
curve is the distorted-wave Born calculation of Chen et al. 
(1972); the dash-dotted curve is the present two-state cal-
culation; and • is the Glauber calculation of Tai et al. 
(1971').) 
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imation is in good agreement with the four-channel calculations except 
at large momentum transfers. 
Electron-Helium Scattering  
In an effort to further probe the reliability of the present 
method, the reaction (4-2) is now considered. The use of helium as a 
target atom, however, introduces the problem of the use of nonexact wave 
functions. This problem and its effect on the interaction potentials 
and the cross sections are subsequently discussed. 
Wave Functions  
In the case of electron-hydrogen collisions the exact wave func-
tions of the target are known, and hence, the interaction potentials 
V..(R) may be determined exactly. However, in the case of electron-
helium collisions, the target atom wave functions are not exactly known. 
It is, therefore, of considerable interest to determine the effect of 
the use of different helium atom wave functions both on the resulting 
matrix elements and ultimately on the computed cross sections. In an 
effort to assess the sensitivity of the theory to the choice of helium-
atom wave functions, two sets of functions have been used. 
The first set is that chosen by Flannery (1970a), and subsequent-
ly used by Berrington et al. (1973) for electron-helium collisions. Fol-
lowing Flannery, the ground state wave function for helium is taken to 
be the Hartree-Fock function of Byron and Joachain (1966) 
if  
1 S ( 
 1 2 ) . 1.6966  
[exp(-1.4 r
1 








-)t 	) = 
	
).71. 






1 )] Ylm (r 2 )1 
of Goldberg and Clogston (1939) is taken for the 2 1 P states. And for 
the 2 1 S state the unrestricted Hartree-Fock function of Cohen and 








fexp(-2r1 )[exp(-Arl ) - cr, exp(-Pr i )] 
 
+ exp(-2r1 )[exp(-Ar2 ) - cr2 exp(-11r2 )]) 
with the following parameters: A = 1.1946, u = 0.4733, N = 0.70640, 
A = 0.007322, and c = 0.26832, such that the 2 1 S function is orthogonal 
to the ground state function. 
The second set of wave functions has been taken to be the analy-
tical Hartree-Fock frozen-core wave functions of Crothers and McEachran 






2 ) = Nr112, [(i) o (r1 ) ram (r2 ) + o (r2 ) nkm (r1 )1 	
(4-3) 
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where the ground-state electron is described by 






and the active electron has the wave function 
e-(31. L 2k+1 (2130 y 6) 
nkm 	= 	
all'k) (2r)k 
j=22.+1 3 	 J 	
km 
( 
where the coefficients a.n '
k) 
 (2k+1 < j < J) have been given by Crothers 
and McEachran (1970) for the I S states and by McEachran and Cohen (1969) 
for the 2 P state; the electron coordinate r is in atomic units; the 
exponential factor 13=2/n; and the associated Laguerre polynomials are 
defined by the expression 









k 0 	k!(j-k-22,-1)!(k+29,+1)! = 
For the purposes of the calculation of the interaction potentials, 
it is more convenient to reexpress the 4112,111 (1) as 
cpram (1.) = Rni (r) Yin1 (r) 
J-k 












(n 0  B ' 	= 	X 
(N - k - 1)!(j - N - 2„)!(N + 0! j=N+k 
The coefficients 
B(n'k) 
and the energies of the states are given in 
Table 3 for the 1 1 S, 2 1S, and the 2 1P states. 
The normalization N
nk 
in (4-3) is given by 
N
nk 





H(nk) = (Oram lOnkm) 
J-k 	J-k 





N=L+1 N'=k+1 0 









Table 3. The Coefficients B (n ' ° , n 
of Equation (4-4) for 
the ls, 2s, and 2p Electrons of Helium. 
NX3N is 2s 2p 
* 
1 -1.838533( 0) -5.567741(-1) 0.000000 
2 2.933174(-2) 5.273189(-1) -1.276768(-1) 
3 -1.233197( 0) -4.105320 (-1) -5.894823(-2) 
4 -4.714342(-3) 3.144444(-1) -1.516479(-2) 
5 1.076863(-1) -9.015757(-2) -1.379295(-2) 
6 -7.992620(-2) 1.726613(-2) 4.985414(-3) 
7 2.039978(-2) -1.585770(-3) -1.207334(-3) 
8 -2.624857(-3) 7.300876(-5) 1.166106(-4) 
9 1.243260(-4) -3.067930(-7) -5.231240(-6) 
8 2.0 1.0 1.0 
- E
n
(calc) 0.87251 0.14344 0.12245 
-c
n
(expt) 0.90357 0.14595 0.12384 
* 
The number in parentheses indicates the power of ten by 
which the number is to be multiplied. 
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G(n9,) = K (P o l (l)nkm) 




N =1 10 
(N+1)!  = 25/2 d JO y BN 
N=1 	(3+2)
N+2 
The coefficients H(n2) and G(n2) are presented in Table 4 along with the 
normalization factor N
nk
. Another important quantity is the overlap 
between states with the same angular momentum quantum numbers. Table 5 
presents the overlaps (T IT 	for the n + 1, 2 states. nkmn'k'm' 
Interaction Potentials  
The matrix elements V..(R) for the static interaction 
13 
	
2 	1 	1  
V(R,r1
,r2




1 1 I - r 1 I 
may be determined analytically for both sets of wave functions described 
in the previous section. 
By using the expression 
1 	1 	exp[iv (124)] dq 
+ rI 272 q2 
Table 4. The Values of H(nR,), G(nZ), and the Normalization 





1 0 5.2079(-2) 
2 0 5.8774(1) 
2 1 3.8117(2) 
3 0 2.4459(3) 
3 1 8.9201(3) 
3 2 8.9954(7) 
4 0 2.0856(3) 
4 1 1.6150(5) 
4 2 1.3401(9) 
n R G(n2) 
1 0 -2.1112(-1) 
2 0 -6.2716(-1) 
3 0 1.9922(0) 
4 0 1.1546(0) 
N
nk 
1 0 2.2745(0) 
2 0 9.1927(-2) 
2 1 3.6218(-2) 
3 0 1.4286(-2) 
3 1 7.4869(-3) 
3 2 7.4555(-5) 
4 0 1.5479(-2) 
4 1 1.7595(-3) 
4 2 1.9316(-5) 
* 
The number in parentheses indicates the power of ten 
by which the entry is to be multiplied. 
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Table 5. Values of the Overlaps (Trom Ilin , t , m ,) for the 
Hartree-Fock Wave Functions. 





1 0 2 0 4.2686(-5)
* 
1 0 3 0 -6.5299(-6) 
1 0 4 0 -8.9454(-5) 
2 0 3 0 -1.8388(-3) 
2 0 4 0 1.6679(-3) 
3 0 4 0 4.8714(-4) 
2 1 3 1 1.5357(-3) 
2 1 4 1 -2.2109(-3) 
3 1 4 1 1.7104(-2) 
3 2 4 2 2.2958(-3) 
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exp(-ar + ic•r) Ykm(0 dr 
Pmax, 	-0+1 




p=1 	 (a2 	(42) 164,+3-P 
with p
max = 
2(k + 2) or (k + 3) for k even or odd, respectively, 
2 
(Flannery 1969) and 
sin(qR)  
ci ( a 2 	q2) 11+1 
	a -  exp(-aR)  F (aR)} 
2a
2n+2 	
2n n! 	n 
(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1965) with 
dF _ (z)(z  
Fn  (z) = (z + 2n)F
n-1
(z) - z 	 F 
0
(z) = 1 
'  
Flannery has evaluated the V..(11) for the first set of wave functions. 
By using the second set of wave functions (4-3) the matrix elem-
ents of the interaction may be expressed as 
rikm,n12.'m,(i) = - 2- 6 	
6 





)(nkmIn'k l m') + (n9mI ri141 In'Z'm t ) 




(t),0 1 	1 4)0> . 	e-4111 .1_ 2 1 
IR-r1 	 R 	
) (4-6) 
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where r<  and r> are the lesser and greater, respectively, of R and r; 
and the integrals 
rR  rn e-ar 	n! 	- -aR 7 n! 	R
k 
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-aR 	n! 	Rk 
JR 	 k=0 k! an-k+1 
* 	- 
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where the C's are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Each integral in the expansion of (4-5) of the matrix element will 
have a form similar to (4-6), i.e. designating (ntml 	
.4- -1 
- rl 	In't'm') 
by I(ntm,n't'm l ), the form of the integrals will be 
a 




 + 	 + 	+ cRN 
RM RM-1 
(4 -9) 
times an appropriate angular factor. The exponent M in the outside 
factor is dependent on t and t'; namely, t = 	= 0, M = -1 (this term, 
however, always cancels either with the nuclear term in (4-5) or with 
other outside factors); t = 0, 	= 1, M = -2; R. = 	= 1, M = -1, -3 
(where the two terms come from the angular momentum expansion of lit41 -1 
 and again the R
1 
term is cancelled out). The exponential factor 13 is 
given by 13 = 2/n + 2/n'. The exponent of the largest power in (4-9) is 
determined by the number of terms in the expansion (4-4) of the wave 
functions . The coefficients in (4-10) are presented in Appendix 1 for 
the matrix elements involving the n = 1 and 2 states of helium. 
A brief comparison of the matrix elements computed from the two 
sets of wave functions is presented in Tables 6 and 7 for the diagonal 
and non-diagonal matrix elements, respectively. In general, the agree-
ment is within a few percent. However, the worst agreement is seen to 
be between elements involving the 2 1 S state, and as will be shown the 
cross sections computed from these sets of wave functions shows little 
change for the 2 1P states, but do show significant change for the 2 1 S 
state. 
Table 6. A Comparison of the Diagonal Matrix Elements Calculated from the First V(1) 
R(au) 















0.01 -1.966(2) -1.967(2) -1.977(2) -1.977(2) -1.978(2) -1.978(2) 
0.02 -9.663(1) -9.668(1) -9.776(1) -9.773(1) -9.777(1) -9.776(1) 
0.04 -4.664(1) -4.668(1) -4.777(1) -4.773(1) -4.777(1) -4.777(1) 
0.06 -2.999(1) -3.003(1) -3.111(1) -3.108(1) -3.111(1) -3.111(1) 
0.08 -2.167(1) -2.171(1) -2.279(1) -2.276(1) -2.279(1) -2.279(1) 
0.10 -1.669(1) -1.673(1) -1.780(1) -1.777(1) -1.780(1) -1.780(1) 
0.20 -6.836(0) -6.874(0) -7.903(0) -7.876(0) -7.903(0) -7.904(0) 
0.40 -2.212(0) -2.244(0) -3.166(0) -3.149(0) -3.167(0) -3.168(0) 
0.60 -9.286(-1) -9.518(-1) -1.756(0) -1.750(0) -1.760(0) -1.761(0) 
0.80 -4.319(-1) -4.477 (-1) -1.138(0) -1.141(0) -1.145(0) -1.146(0) 
1.00 -2.123(-1) -2.226(-1) -8.103(-1) -8.203(-1) -8.195(-1) -8.204(-1) 
2.00 -8.765(-3) -9.667(-3) -2.587(-1) -2.824(-1) -2.826(-1) -2.830(-1) 
3.00 -4.560(-4) -5.295(-4) -1.042(-1) -1.242(-1) -1.364(-1) -1.364(-1) 
4.00 -2.552(-5) -3.170(-5) -4.114(-2) -5.557(-2) -7.426(-2) -7.411(-2) 
5.00 -1.469(-6) -1.985(-6) -1.404(-2) -2.442(-2) -4.365(-2) -4.347(-2) 
6.00 -8.564(-8) -1.225(-7) -2.749(-3) -1.048(-2) -2.722(-2) -2.706(-2) 
7.00 -5.026(-9) -6.734(-9) 1.526 (-3) -4.398(-3) -1.783(-2) -1.770(-2) 
8.00 -2.961(-10) -2.873(-10) 2.793(-3) -1.813(-3) -1.220(-2) -1.210(-2) 
9.00 -1.749(-11) -7.538(-12) 2.866(-3) -7.333(-4) -8.659(-3) -8.581(-3) 
10.00 -1.035(-12) -1.198(-13) 2.531(-3) -2.904(-4) -6.346(-3) -6.286(-3) 
20.00 -5.664(-25) -3. 137 (-24) 3.984(-4) -4.180(-9) -7.971(-4) -7.890(-4) 
30.00 -3.170(-37) -1.851(-38) 1.181(-4) -2.806(-15) -2.362(-4) -2.338(-4) 
40.00 0.000 0.000 4.982(-5) -3.461(-22) -9.964(-5) -9.862(-5) 
50.00 0.000 0.000 2.551(-5) -1.628(-29) -5.102(-5) -5.050(-5) 
* 
The number in the parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the entry is 
to be multiplied. 
Figure 7. A Comparison of the Non-diagonal Matrix Elements Calculated From the First V(1) 
and Second V(2) Set of Wave Functions for Selected Values of R. 
R(au) 
	
1 	1 S- 2 	1 S 
V(1) V(2) 
1 1 S - 2 IP 
V(1) 	 V(2) 




0.01 2.747(-1) 2.530(-1) 1.493(-3) -1.362(-3) -3.995(-4) 1.208(-4) 
0.02 2.745(-1) 2.571(-1) 2.876(-3) -2.722(-3) -3.511(-4) 2.418(-4) 
0.04 2.737(-1) 2.584(-1) 5.721(-3) -5.435(-3) -5.002(-4) 4.854(-4) 
0.06 2.723(-1) 2.578(-1) 8.552(-3) -8.131(-3) -7.498(-4) 7.323(-4) 
0.08 2.705(-1) 2.565(-1) 1.136(-2) -1.080(-2) -1.004(-3) 9.840(-4) 
0.10 2.683(-1) 2.546(-1) 1.414(-2) -1.344(-2) -1.269(-3) 1.242(-3) 
0.20 2.528(-1) 2.405(-1) 2.733(-2) -2.601(-2) -2.701(-3) 2.654(-3) 
0.40 2.101(-1) 2.019(-1) 4.906(-2) -4.685(-2) -6.405(-3) 6.312(-3) 
0.60 1.658(-1) 1.620(-1) 6.390(-2) -6.137(-2) -1.136(-2) 1.118(-2) 
0.80 1.269(-1) 1.265(-1) 7.259(-2) -7.021(-2) -1.739(-2) 1.708(-2) 
1.00 9.520(-2) 9.703(-2) 7.643(-2) -7.451(-2) -2.414(-2) 2.372(-2) 
2.00 1.970(-2) 2.193(-2) 6.186(-2) -6.248(-2) -5.757(-2) 5.768(-2) 
3.00 3.697(-3) 4.305(-3) 3.940(-2) -4.055(-2) -7.602(-2) 7.757(-2) 
4.00 6.645(-4) 7.917(-4) 2.482(-2) -2.577(-2) -7.869(-2) 8.072(-2) 
5.00 1.164(-4) 1.389(-4) 1.642(-2) -1.711(-2) -7.226(-2) 7.384(-2) 
6.00 2.003(-5) 2.285(-5) 1.151(-2) -1.200(-2) -6.235(-2) 6.319(-2) 
7.00 3.400(-6) 3.368(-6) 8.472(-3) -8.840(-3) -5.218(-2) 5.238(-2) 
8.00 5.711(-7) 4.068(-7) 6.490(-3) -6.772(-3) -4.315(-2) 4.293(-2) 
9.00 9.509(-8) 2.966(-8) 5.128(-3) -5.351(-3) -3.565(-2) 3.521(-2) 
10.00 1.572(-8) -2.614(-9) 4.154(-3) -4.334(-3) -2.961(-2) 2.910(-2) 
20.00 1.880(-16) -9.450 (-17) 1.039(-3) -1.084(-3) -7.623(-3) 7.424(-3) 
30.00 1.804(-24) -6.117(-27) 4.616(-4) -4.816(-4) -3.388(-3) 3.300(-3) 
40.00 1.565(-32) -5.304(-38) 2.596(-4) -2.709(-4) -1.906(-3) 1.856(-3) 
50.00 0.000 0.000 1.662(-4) -1.734(-4) -1.220(-3) 1.188(-3) 
*
The number in parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the entry is 
be multiplied. 
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Results and Discussion 
Figures 8a and 8b display the differential cross sections for the 
2 1P channel at 50 eV and 100 eV, respectively. The present results show 
little variation with the change of wave functions. The differential 
cross sections are also compared with the recent results of the second-
order potential theory (Berrington et al. 1973), in which the first set 
of wave functions were employed. Even though the long-range polariza-
tion is expected to be most effective for small angle scattering, the 
resulting increase in the cross sections of Berrington et al. is rel-
atively small at small angles and vanishes with increasing angle and 
energy. Figures 8a and 8b also show that the present treatment causes 
a further reduction in the cross section at large angles. 
The differential cross sections for the 2 1 S channel are displayed 
in Figures 9a and 9b for 50 eV and 100 eV, respectively. The use of 
different wave functions causes a more significant change in the 2 1 S 
channel, and, in fact, there is a difference of about 30% at interme-
diate angles for 50 eV incident energy. This difference decreases with 
increasing energy. The fact that the change in wave functions causes 
such a large change in the 2 1 S channel and a relatively small change in 
the 2 1 P channel seems to result from two causes. First, the 2 1 S cross 
sections are, in general, more sensitive to any change in the calcula-
tion. Second, the major disagreement between the matrix elements for 
the two sets of wave functions occurs between the elements involving the 
2 1 S state. The second-order potential calculations of Berrington et al. 
are also shown in the figures. In the 2 1 S channel there is general 
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Figure 8. Differential Cross Sections for the 2 
1
P Excitation of Helium 
at (a) 50 eV and CO 100 eV. (The solid line FE is the pres-
ent four-state calculation with the first set of wave func-
tions; the dashed curve is the present treatment with the 
second set of wave functions; the dash-dotted curve is the 
second-order potential method; X is the experiment of Crooks 
and Rudd; g is the experiment of Chamberlain; 	is the exper- 
iment of Truhlar et al. at 55.5 eV and of Vriens et al. at 
100 eV.) 
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Figure 9. Differential Cross Sections for the 2 
1
S Excitation of Helium 
by Electron Impact at (a) 50 eV and (h) lon eV. (FE1 and FE2 
are the present treatment with the first and second wave 
function sets, respectively; the dash-dotted curve is the 
second-order potential method; x is the experiment of Crooks 
and Rudd; the long dashed curve is the experiment of Simpson 
et al.; A is the experiment of Chamberlain et al.; and 41 is 
the experiment of Rice et al. at 55.5 eV, and of Vriens et al. 
at 100 eV.) 
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small angles; however, the intermediate angles show considerable dis-
agreement. 
The 2 1 S and 2 1 P experimental data of various groups has also been 
shown in the figures for comparison. The general agreement with theory 
is satisfactory only for small and intermediate angle scattering, al-
though there is significant discrepancy between the experimental obser- 
vations themselves, especially in the 2 1 S channel. 
The percentage polarization P of the radiation emitted from the 











is the cross section for the excitation of the m
th 
substate of 
the 2 1 P level (Percival and Seaton 1958), and is given in Table 8 along 
with the 2 1 P cross sections. It should be noted that experimental meas-
urement of the polarization fraction is very difficult. 
The 2 1 P and 2 1 S total cross sections are given in Tables 8 and 9, 
and are displayed in Figures 10a and 10b, respectively. The figures 
also present the theoretical calculations of Berrington et al. (1973), 
and the Born approximation; and the experimental results of Donaldson 
et al. (1972), Jobe and St. John (1967), Moustafa Moussa et al. (1969), 
and of van Eck and de Jongh (1970) for the 2 1 P excitation; and the data 
of Rice et al. (1972), Lassetre et al. (1970), Miller et al. (1968), 
Vriens et al. (1968), and of Simpson et al. (1966) for the 2 1 S excita-
tion. 
Table 8. Inelastic Cross Sections (Ina
o
2
) for the Process 

















50 0.0732 0.0600 0.1332 41.9 0.215 0.232 0.1694 
80 0.0637 0.0750 0.1387 25.9 0.1596 
100 0.0547 0.0759 0.1306 18.1 0.155 0.161 0.1485 
200 0.0347 0.0671 0.1018 1.7 0.105 0.107 0.1069 
300 0.0237 0.0577 0.0814 -9.8 0.0822 0.083 0.0841 
400 0.0173 0.0500 0.0673 -18.2 0.0681 0.069 0.0700 
500 0.0120 0.0466 0.0586 -32.0 0.0581 0.058 0.0602 
a: Present four-channel treatment (second set of wave functions) 
b: Percentage polarization of emitted radiation 
c: Second-order potential method (Berrington et al. 1973) 
d: Impact-parameter approximation (Berrington et al. 1973) 
e: Born approximation (Bell et al. 1969) 
Table 9. Inelastic Cross Sections 0- .3. 0 2 ) for the Process 
e + He(1 1 S) 	e + He(2 1 5) 
a E.(eV) 	FE 	Sb 	IPc Born
d 
i 
50 0.0215 0.0225 0.031 0.0390 
80 0.0175 0.0270 
100 0.0153 0.0154 0.0182 0.0222 
200 0.0096 0.0093 0.0102 0.0118 
300 0.0070 0.0066 0.0071 0.0080 
400 0.0054 0.0052 0.0054 0.0060 
500 0.0045 0.0042 0.0044 0.0048 
a: Present four-channel treatment (second set of wave 
functions) 
b: Second-order potential method (Berrington et al. 1973) 
c: Impact-parameter method (Berrington et al. 1973) 
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Figure 10. Total Cross Sections for the 2 1 P and 2 1 S Excitation of 
Helium by Electron Impact. (FE1 and FE2 are the present 
theory for the first and second set of wave functions; B is 
the Born approximation; S is the second-order potential 
method. Experiment (2 1 P): A Donaldson; X Moustafa-Moussa; 
• van Eck; 1111 Jobe. Experiment (2 1 S): A Lassettre; X 
Miller; 	Vriens.) 
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As exhibited in the figures, the present theory represents a con-
siderable improvement over the Born and second-order potential approx-
imations for the total cross sections. Further, the present treatment 
has a peak in the 2 1 P cross section at about 80 eV, which is consistent 
with the experimental data. The total cross sections are seen to be not 
overly sensitive to the change in wave functions, with the 2 1 S channel 
showing the greatest difference. 
CHAPTER V 
ATOM-ATOM SCATTERING 
The present theory has been applied to both hydrogen-hydrogen 
collisions for excitation of the target atom to the ls, 2s, and 2p 
states, and to hydrogen-helium collisions for the excitation of the 
target hydrogen atom to the ls, 2s, and 2p states. The atom-atom cal-
culations have all been done in the context of the approximation C(0) 
of Chapter III, although selected calculations have been carried out in 
the full treatment. The full treatment shows no differecne from the 
C(0) treatment for the reactions and energies considered. 
The results for hydrogen-hydrogen collisions have recently been 
published in the Physical Review A, Volume 9, pages 1947 to 1953, May 
1974. This article appears in Appendix III of this dissertation. The 
theory used for heavy-particle collisions has also been published in the 
Physical Review A, Volume 8, pages 2915 to 2921, December 1973; and, for 
completeness, it has been included in Appendix II of this dissertation. 
The results for hydrogen-helium collisions have recently been 
published in the Journal of Physics B: Atom. Molec. Phys., Volume 7, 




The present theory, within the context of approximation C(0), 
has been applied to both helium-ion hydrogen scattering and to proton-
helium scattering. The results for helium-ion excitation of hydrogen 
to the ls, 2s, and 2p states have been accepted for publication by the 
Journal of Physics B: Atom. Molec. Phys., and the proofs appear in 
Appendix V. The results for the excitation of helium to the 2 1 S and 
1 2 P states by protons have been accepted for publication in the Journal 
of Physics B: Atom. Molec. Phys., and the proofs appear in Appendix VI. 
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APPENDIX I 
MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR e-He COLLISIONS 
This appendix presents FORTRAN functions for the matrix elements 
used in the electron-helium scattering calculations. These matrix elem-
ents are based on the Hartree-Fock frozen-core wave functions of Crothers 





04- (( 	'. 53864724E+J0)*L**( — 1)+( 
• *Dt7:AP(*'R*( 	.40C)00):7004- 01)) 
.... . 5 388 4 2 72 4E+.,1 0)*P**( 
$4- ( 	"'. 14921 77 43E+01)*'4*( 	1)+( 
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b+( ■ 0 28497 1986 E"• 0 1)***( 5)+( 
5+( -.87612n833E-02)*R**( 7)+( 
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- ,b0012058 7E+00)***( 	1)+( -.405 4 38181E+00)*R**( 
6+( 	.L563b329 3E-02)***( 3)+( -,692703883E-02)*R**( 4) 
1,+( -.109237104E-01) *`**( 	5)+( 	.39314A277E-02)*R**( 	6) 
-( 	-.701299447E-03)*' , **( 7)i( .422141077E-04)*R**( A)) 




DOUBLE PRECISION RFA 
R=ZR 
A= 
+(( 	—.993352138E+30)4p**( 	—1)+( 
*DEAP(—R*( 	'40 0000000E+01)) 
—,19867042B7+(!1)*R**( 01) 
—.99.3352138E+J0)*R**( —1)+( —0 74 110746r. +01)*R*0 0) 
—.149551064E+01)*R**( 1)+( —,936608681E+00)*R**( 2) 
+( —.340239008E+00)***( 3)+( —.1390965E+00)*R**( 4) 
c5+( —.802107832E-02)*R**( b)+( —,180 966856E-01)*R**( 6) 
+( .482785422E-02)*P**( 7)+( —,220661065E-02)*R**( R) 
+( .516779447E-03)*R**( 9)+( —.102136287E-03)*R**( 10) 
$4( .1349°0269E-04)*2**( 11)+( —,131015904E-05)*R**( 12) 
),+( .777336359E-07)***( 13)4( —,280288363E-08)*R**( 14) 
.215986469E-1J)*Q**( lt))+( —.47c611135E-13)*R**( 16)) 
a 	*Dc.::xP(—R*( 	.200000000E+01)) 
$+;:...*(( 	—.564788185E—;4 2)*R**( —1)+( 	.117940502E-02)*R**( 	0) 
s+( .334535934E-01)*R**( 1)+( ,460 964263E-02)*R**( 2) 
B+( .104674021E—D1)***( 3)+( —,287848325E-02)*R**( 4) 
+( .61214134 4E-03)***( 5)+( —,872 421250E-04)*R**( 6) 
+( .515792156E—05)*'1**( 7)+( —.222 348686E-07)*P**( F)) 
*DE/P(—R*( 	.30'100000E+01)) 
RETU•!-. 
FCflON +.q'PG ( ZRrr'T) 
T10UBL= PRECISION RrAF9pC 
pi=4.*ATAN(1.) 
R=ZR 
FI=Z 1 +- P1/2. 
A 
i,+(( 	-.100000000E+11)*R**( -1)+( 
*Jr.:xp(-k*( 	.4U,)000000E+01)) 
$4.(( 	-.1U00000 0 0E+01)*R**( -1)+( 
$+( -.151744907E+01)*R**( 	1)+( 
$4-( -.3449660 44E+30)*R**( 3)4( 
-.26b39 0 375E-01)*R**( 5 )+( 
$+( -.95644301 3E-03)4Q**( 7)4( 
b4( -.1 8441811 7E-J 4 )***( 9)+( 
1+( 	.875122376E-06)*P**( 11)+( 
$+( .52034628 8E-37)*F;**( 13)+( 
$+( 	.377407662E-0'1)*P**( 15)+( 
$ *DrixF(-R*( 	.200000000E-4.01)) 
-.2n00000007+01 ) *R* *( 	0)) 
-.175872 4 53r+01)*R** 
- , 85' ) 7 8239 9 E +00)*R* * ( 
-.10 744 64 94 E+00)*R**( 
■,533917948E-02)*R**( 
■,1 4 4 66 11 3 2 F - 0 3)* R**( 




.51559•71 4E+02*R**( 	-3) 
.5)+(( - .31b594 71 4E+02)*P**( -3)+( -.6311894287+02)*R** ( -2) 
S+( -.63118942 8E+62)*R**( -1)+( .4212792952E+02)4R**( 0) 
$4.( -.210390476E+02)*P**( 1)+( .837978745E+01)*P**( 2) 
$4.( -.273314316E+61)*i:**( 3)+( .741011048E+00)*R**( 4) 
$+( -.1632',73D6F-1-*,.,**( 5)+( .31 1177 89 65E-01)*R**( 6) 
S-4( -.5453(i3C7 4 E-02)* ■AK*( 7)4( .80 (j244132E-03)*(Z**( P) 
21 -1- ( ^4,99254475E+4)***( 9)+( ,22)93rJ617E-04)*P**( 10) 
114"( .4414&754Z3E..‹;9)*.;**( 11)+( .167 871963E-05)*R**( 12) 
%+( ,Ne 6 14b5..)6 9 6)***( 13)+( .30a321183E-07)*P**( 14) 
$+( .187c3a31E-6i1)*?**( 15)+( .6P 4 1 4 77017-.7-10)*R**( 16)) 
*jr(-:*( 	.20:).(1 0 ,300E+01)) 
,usi, A1 5 2- 3o7 7 +coRT(r , ./(1 6.*'11))+(3.*COS(FI)*C0c(71)-1.) 
FWICTION V2P1(ZR ► Z7I) 





5+(( 	-.1000 0 00 0 0E+1)*R**( 
*IAP(i*( 	.4U90003004-01)1 
-.2 C 0 0 0 0 0 00 7 +01)*R**( 0)) 
$+(( — . 1 000 0 0 00 0E+01)*R**( -'1)+( -..1 75672 4537+01)*P**( 0) 
$+( —.15174490 7E+01)***( 1)+( -.80782399E+00)*R**( 2) 
$+( -- . 34 4966 044E+On)***( 3 ) 4"( ..10 7446494E+00)*P**( 4) 
$+( -.266390375E.-01)***( 5 )+( "*.533 9 1794 8E.., 02)*R**( 6) 
1+( -•••95644 3 C1 3E-03)*R**( 7)+( "".144661132E...03)*R**( 8) 
b+( -., .184418117E.-j4)#.7)**( 9)+( ...42C213955E-05)*R**( 10) 
$+( .6 75122376E-06)*q**( 11)+( --.331187094E-06)*R**( 12) 
S+( .520346288 E-07)*=:**( 13)+( ...6145899P3E09)*P**( 14) 
1,f( .377407662E...09)***( 15)+( ...136829542E.•.10)*P**( 16)) 
*D:XP(-R*( 	.20 0°00000E+01)) 
.31.5594 7 14E+2*R**( 	-3) 
1 +(( - .315594 71 4Ef02)*R**( - . 631 189 4 28 F + 0 2)*R** ( - 2 ) 
$+l -.63116942'3E+J2)***( ••1)+( -,42792952E+02)*R**( 0) 
+( -.210396476E+(i;?)*,!**( 1)+( -' 8 3 7 9 7 8 7 45E+0 1
)*R**( 2 ) 
t -..2_73,31 4 31 6E+ ,. 1 1)* --'**( 3)+( -, 741 0 1104 8 E + 00 )*R**( 4 ) 
T..)+( ,..1632573C0F+)***( 5)+( ....31F; 7 7w465E-01)*R**( 6) 
-.5453G3C 74 E-02)*%**( 7)-1-( -.8(11244132E ,-03)*P**( 
b-f( ...99,-;?5447:1E4)***( 9)+( -•,221 9 30617E•., 04)*R**( 10) 
13+( .44126754 6E-)5)***( 11)+( ,-,167g7 1583E05)*R**( 12) 
t+( .c614653b9E-U'i)*?**( 13)+( -.30m3211 83E-..07)*P**( 14) 
$f( .18371,13531E-J1)***( 15)4( ..684147768F-•10)*P**( 16)) 
$ *Y_IAH(-R*( 	.201 00017:00E+ 0 1)) 
C=C 	..-.61 -U 661)4 7:+0*SRTP-, ./(16.*°I))*(3,*S(FI)*C0c( - I)-.1 
ii-q=" 4 3+C 
Fc:Jorio 	v1s2s(zR,7F1) 





+(( 	.5562616 7 2E-A)*R*4( 	-1)+( 
*D''..AF(-1-c*( 	.4j)000000E_+01)) 
,11 1 6 523347+00)*R **( C)) 
b+(( .55326167 2E-:11)*R**( -1)+( .26 9611734E+00)*R**( 01 
1, +( .55986 745 0 E+0J)***( 1)+( ,37u 0 9q3 8 0E+00)*R**( 2) 
1,+( .30555349JE+u3)*k**( 3)+( • 526330682E-01)*P**( 4) 
$+( .43488975 8E-71)*k**( 5)+( —,346929136E-02)*R**( 6) 
„64.( ,1799522S1E-02)***( 7)+( .12n533762E-02)*R**( 8) 
4)+( -.7 4 218(52 1 E-fi3)***( 9 )+( .274602447F-03)*R**( 10) 
$+( -.627096136E-04)*R**( 11)+( a991169655E-05)*R**( 12) $+( -.10311075JE-o5)* 1-**( 13)+( .651329579E-07)*R**( 14) 
-$+( -.209998905E-C,6)*q**( 15)+( .847611148E-11)*R**( 16» 
*D,EAP(-1;4( 	.30 0000000E+01)) 
L= 
1+(( - ,5536635 28E-01)*R**( -1)+( ,982305 3 59F-02)*R**( 0) 
.278b2899 6E+00)***( 1)+( ,38392P893E-01)*R**( 2) 
.073476967E-01)*Q**( 3 )+( _,239743723E-01)*R**( 4) 
$+( .67(.1 ,41800 5E-02)*TK**( 5)+( -,72f,624061E-03)*R**( 6) 
b4- ( .429594Co5E-04)*i,**( 7)+( -,1/7419(1245E-06)0**( 
,3J)000a00E+01)) 
D+(( - .55366668E- .,;1)*q**( -1)+( -.12 3751C77F+00)*R**( 01 
$+( -.720534841E-G1)*P**( 1)+( -.48(739391E-01)*R* 4 ( 2) 
1+( .307602612E-03)*(4**( 3)+( -.7r3366sg80E-03)*R**( 4) 
hf( -.1 3 115 5 5 4,-) E- 0 =2)*i=:**( 5) + ( ,472033517F-03)*R**( 6) 
1,+( -.04„..??(.4443F:-x4)* , ;;**( 7)4( .5c6 343725E-05)*R**( A)1 
43_ ,J“-kf( 	.4J,;000':OGE+01)) 
FuLcfluN v152P0(Zr(rZFI) 
jouBLE 	PriECISION 	ReAr 
P17. 4 .*1TAI'!(/. 7.)) 
R7: 1 R 
F1=ZP.- 1 4 PI/i• 
A. 
.b7083690 0 E+00*R**( 	-2) 
	
-.5708369U0E400)*R**( 	—a)+( 
1,4-c 	—.2568775)5E+01)***( o)4( 




$+( —.155365176E+;A)*; -4*( 2)+( -,737398° 5 4E+00)sR**( 3) 
1+( -.241249554E+03)***( 4)+( -,60R044135E-01)*R**( 5) 
s+( -.15174506E-01)*P**( 6)+( -,118605547E-02)*R**( 7) 
$+( -,b59748933F-J3)***( 8)+( -,680157219E-0 5 )*P**( 0 ) 
$+( .491:12.183 9E-u4)*q**( 1U)+( -,36n 0 87865E-04)*R**( 11) 
$+( .103526C5')E-04)*7**( 12)+( -,1RF,345553E-05)*P**( 11) 
$+( .21393933 0E-96)***( 14)+( -.139053815E-07)*R**( 15) 
$+( . 4 3558 74ahE- 0 9)*')**( 16)) 
$ *DTI.A.P(-1-*( 	.300000000E+01)) 
A=A 
oP 
* 	.1161 0 3590E+ '.14(cGRT(7.4 ./(4.*pr))*COS(FI) 
.17 ,3(39101 0 E+00*R**( 	-2) 
$+(( - .17901CICE+00)*R*4( -2)+( -..5 9673030E+00)*R**( -1) 
J)+( -.L°95C954 4 E+07)*7'**( 0)4( -,697 9 41596E+00)*P**( 1) 
s+( -.2724631 ,5E+60)* -, **( 2)+( -,707, 12(1463F-01)*R**( 1) 
6+( -.low9)45 1 E-1)* -, **( 4)4( .20:44 n4314E-02)*R**( 
-.128956160E-02)***( 6)4( .1. 4 329262F-03)*R**( 7) 
$+( -. 94 732 3 2 55E-i)5)*P**( 6)) 
*DLAF(-F*( 	.30j00000UE+01)) 
* 	.1161 0 3590E+ 1)1*SORT(.5./(4,*pT))*COS(rT) 
V1S2 ,JI =A-1,3 
k: TU 
FUNCTION V1S2P1(ZR.ZFI) 






+(( -.57n838900E+00)*P**( -2)+( -.171251670E+01)*R**( -1) 
%+( -.256877505E+01)*R**( O)+( -.244446c2iE+01)*R**( 1) 
%+( -.155365178E+01)*R**( 2)+( -.737398054E+00)*R**( 3) 
1,+( -.241249554E+00)*R**( 4)+t -.608044135E-01)*P**( 5) 
1+( -.151745062E-01)*R**( 6)+t -.11860547E-02)*R**( 7) 
12+( -.859748933E-01)*R**( 8)+( -.680157719E-05)*R**( 9) 
%f( .4q1021839E-04)*R**( 10)+( -.300087;1 85E-04)*R**( 11) 
.103526050E-04)*R**( 12)+( -.188345c58E-05)*R**( 13) 
%+( .213939336E-06)*R**t 14)+( -.1.59053r15E-07)*R**( 15) 
1+( .433587498E-09)*R**( 16)) 
*DEXP(-R*( 	.3on000n00E+o1)) 
A=A * 	.118163590E+01*(-SGRT(3./(4.*PI)))*SIN(FI) 
.179891010E+On*R**( 	-7 ) 
5.+(( -.179891010E+0(1)*P**( -2)+t -.539677030E+00)*R**( -1) 
:1,+( -.809509544E+00)*R**( O)+( -.697941c9bE+00)*R**( 1) 
-.272428313E+On)*R**( 2)+( -.703120(183E-01)*R**( 3) 
J,+( -.109n99451E-01)*R**( 4)+t .208404714E -02)*P**( 5) 
$+( -.128958160E-02)*R**( 6)+( .154329°62E-03)*R**( 7) 
$4.( -.947323255E-05)*R**( 6)) 
*DEXP(-R*( 	.300(00n00E+01)) 










-.516902072E+01*R**( 	-1 ) 
$+(( .516502072E+01)*P**( -2)+( .10330n414E+02)*R**( -1) 
If( .103300414E+02)*R**( 0)+( .6d5238256E+01)*R**( 1) 
1+( .337472372E+01)*R**( 2)+( .1266067x0bE+01)*R**( 3) 
1+( .386952613E+00)*R**( 4)+( .891483666E-01)*R**( 5) 
%+( .172334105E-01)*R**( b)+( .353764P5UE-02)*P**( 7) 
1+C .627874159E-05)*R**( 6)+( .287233 -7 10E-03)*R**( 9) 
43 +( -.712696082E-04)*R**( 10)+( .177221n61E-04)*P**( 11) 
1 +( -.254171909E-05)*R**( 12)+( .268978406E-06)*R**( 13) 
$+( -.162367991E-07)*R**( t4)+( .585629F, 03E-09)*R**( 15) 
1+( -.240736693E-11)*R**( 16)) 
*UEXPC-R*( 	.200000(1 00E+01)) 
A=A * 	.118163590E+01*S09T(3./(4.*PI))*r0S(FI) 
.2159A6158E-01*R**( 	-2) 
1+(( -.21598h158E-01)*P**( -2)+( -.64795P475E -01)*R**( -1) 
$+( -.971937713E-01)*R**( (J)+( -.837983645E-01)*R**( 1) 
S+( -.327091081E-01)*R**( 2)+( -.8442014-76E-02)*R**( 3) 
-.130990267E-02)*R**( 4)+( .250220E-6UE-03)*R**( 5) 
$+( -.154833628E-03)*R**( b)+( .165296284E-114)*P**( 7) 
Si-( -.113740376E-05)*R**( 8)1 
$ *DEXP(-R*( 	.30n000n00E+01)) 









1,4-(( .516bOeC 7 2E*)1)*P**( -2)+( .3:) 3 3r)0414+02)*R**( -1) 
.106300414E+u2)c=**( 0)+( .68!)238258E+01)*P**( 1) 
,+( .337472672E+G1)*".--(**( 2)+( .12f,6 063G5E+01)*R**( 3) 
1+( .3869526) 3E+UO)*Ps*( 4)+( .891433666E-01)*R**( 5) 
+( .172334165E-01)*R**( 6)+( .353764250E-02)*R**( 7) 
$+( .62767415 9E-05)***( 8)+( .211723371()F-03)*R**( q) 
$4-t -.712o96C82E-04)*P.**( 10)+( .177221961E-04)*R**( 11) 
1,+( -.25417199E-6)***( 12)+( .26P976408E-06)*R**( 13) 
_b+( -.16307991E-7)*R**( 14)+( .5856P9603E-n9)*R**( 15) 
i=+( -.e. 4-1. 1 r736b'i..5E-11)***( 16)) 
*Jc.A.P(-R*( 	,26.J00n000+01)) 
A=A 	* 	.1131 6 35YuE+,11*(-Si)RT(3./( 40, PI)))*SIN(PI) 
.L15986156E-61.*R**( 
1,+(( -.21598q158E-)1)*R**( -2)+( -.6 47 95 1:0+757.-01)*P**( -1) 
1.,+( -.97193771 3E-U1)***( 0)+( -.83 79&3645;--01)*R**( 1) 
+( -.627091rAlE-G1)*R**( 2)+( -.844201676E-C2)*P**( 3) 
-.13i)9902b1E-ii))*H**( 4)+( .25G 9_20660E-03) ,0**( 5) 
6+( -.i5.44.3336d. 6 E-03)*;?**( 6)+( .1296264E-04)*P**( 7) 











1+(( -.315594714E+n2)*P**( -3)+( -.63118 04e8F+02)*R**( -2) 
1,+( -.631189428E+02)*R**( - 1)+( — .420792 052E+02)*P**( 0) 
J3 +( -.210396476E+02)*R**( 1)+( -.637978745E+01)*R**( 2) 
h+( -.273314316E+01)*R**( 3)+( -.741011046E+00)*P**( 4) 
:i+( -.168257308E+00)*R**( 5)+( -.318778n6bE-01)*R**( 6) 
S,+( -.545303074E-02)*R**( 7)+( • .600244132E-03)*R**( P) 
/34( -. 098254475F-04)*R**( 9)+i - .221930E-17E-04)*R**( 1n) 
1+( .441287548E-05)**( 11)+( -.167871PSSE-05)*P**( 12) 
J,+( .261465369F-0(1)*R**( 13)+( -.008321185E-07)*R**( 14) 
If( .188703831E-0A)*R**( 15)+( -.684147706E-10)*R**( 16)) 
*DEXP(-R*( 	.200000000E+01)) 




FuHCrIGA V2PP'- 1 (7.AtZFT) 
P <ECIS1ON qtA 
p1=4,*ATA14(1.4) 
ZR 
F.1=7_ , :i 4 01/e• 
64- 
.31D594714E+H.,?:*R**( 	—3) 
—.315547 1 4E4-J2)*R**( 	—3)+( -.6311s9428F.+02)*R**( 
( —.6311F0420;71:+0.)_)***( —1)+( -,42? 792952E+02)*R**( 0) 
L.+ —.210396476E+0,3 )***( 1)+( — .83 797 8 74 5E+01)*R**( 2) 
15+( —,27331431 11F+Ut)* 0 **( 3)+( —,741 0 11048E+00)*R**( 
—.1662573N3E+J .1)***( b)+( —,318778965-01)*R**( 6) 
-.545303c74E-q)*R**( 7)+( 
— ,800244132E - 03)*R**( p) 
4A, -.99?54475E-q4)***( 9)+( —.22 19 306 1 77 -04)*R**( 10) 
.4412 07b4aE-J5)***( 11)+( —,16 737 1883E-05)*P**( 12) 
.'e61465369E-06)***( 13)+( —,30“3211E3F-07)*R**( 14) 
.187o3631E-i)i)***( 15)+( —,684147703F-10)*R**( 16)) 
*D I NP(—R*( 	,20)000000E+01)) 
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Differential Cross Sections in the Multistate Impact-Parameter Description 
of Heavy•Particle Collisions 
M. R. Flannery and K. J. McCann 
School of Physics. Georgia Institute of Technology. Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
(Pieeisixl 11 Jute 1971) 
Differential cross sections are derived front a multistate impact-parameter treatment of heavy-particle 
collisions. Various approximations are soggcsted and their relationship w'th previous expressions are 
discussed. The equivalence between the chtTerenaal cross sections in the impart-parameter and wave 
versions of the Horn approximation is established for elastic and inelastic scattering and is illustrated 
explicitly for the Is. 2s. 2pa, and 2p, excitations of atomic hydrogen by proton and 
hydrogen-atom impact. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Application of the multistate impact-parameter 
description of heavy-particle collisions has been 
limited mainly to the evaluation of total inelastic-
scattering cross sections. Attention has only re-
cently been focused on the corresponding theoret-
ical differential cross sections. Wilets and Wal-
lace' expressed the scattering amplitude f(0) as a 
Fraunhofer integral of the asymptotic transition 
amplitudes over the impact parameter. Byron' 
and Branialen and Coleman' independently derived 
identical formulas for f(0) which differ somewhat 
from the result of WilPts and Wallace. The rela-
tionship between, the two formulas is not obvious. 
Moreover, a conceptual difficulty arises in that 
the exact quantum-mechanical expression for f (0) 
involves the electrostatic interaction between the 
colliding systems averaged over the exact station-
ary-state wave !unction satisfying the correct as-
ymptotic boundary condition and the final station-
ary-state wave functimi for the isolated atoms. 
The impact-parameter approach, however, is nor-
mally derived from the Dirac method of variation 
of constants,' which is a time-dependent formula-
tion. 
In this paper, we will attempt to resolve this 
conflict and use the multistate description to pre-
sent yet another expression for f(0), which, upon 
successive approximation, reduces to the results 
cited above. 
Also, the equivalence relationship between the 
impact-parameter and wave versions of Born's 
approximation for the total cross section has al-
ready been established by Crothers and Holt' and 
by McCarron and Salin. 6 The relationship between 
the corresponding differential cross sections has 
been clarified by Byron.' An important conse-
quence of the present theory is that both versions 
of Born's approximation for both elastic and inelas- 
tic collisions do yield identical expressions for the 
differential cross section. This point will be illus-
trated by the consideration of specific transitions 
in FD-H(ls) and inls)-H(ls) collisions. 
II. THEORY 
A. Scattering Amplitude and Impact-Parameter 
Method for Stationary States 
In the center-of-mass reference frame, the scat-
tering amplitude for a transition between an initial 
state i and a final state f of the collision, sy stem is 
fif(OilP)= - 41-3}71411- (*/( 11/lli rt) 	ff) 
(1) 
in which IV, rt) is the instantaneous electrostatic 
interaction between the two structured collision 
partners A and 13 of the system with reduced 111555 
M Aa . The composite internal electronic coordi-
nates are denoted by i taken relative to the center 
of mass 0 of the nuclei with relative separation It. 
The angles 11 and ip are the spherical angles of the 
A- 13 final relative rocitr, 'ant.= vector 11, with polar 
axis directed along the incident relative momen-
tum k l . Equation (1) can be derived either from 
a time-dependent or a stationary-state treatment 
of the collision process,' but in either description 
represents the final stationary state of the iso-
lated atoms and ‘1 , 1- is the appropriate solution of 
the time-independent Schrodinger equation 
2 Afs 
	V
R  2 
 411 CO i Ir(1.,11))*,*, (f, 	= 11) 
(2) 
subject to the asymptotic boundary condition 
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The purely electronic functions cz„ form a com-
plete set of normalized eigenfunctions of the Hamil-
tonian H. describing the electronic motion of the 
isolated atoms with internal energy &, and satisfy 
• 10(.0,0 -Fe)) 8 a (.? al ,rf1) 	 (4) 
where 
• 
and 	denote the composite electronic 
coordinates relative to each respective parent nu-
cleus. The total constant energy E., in (2) is the 
sum of the kinetic energy of relative motion 
2M,,„ and the energy 1E': of the electrons relative 
to 0, the center of mass of the nuclei, i.e., E: 
=6,,+(the translational kinetic energy of the elec-
trons relative to 0). The vector 11,, specifies the 
center of mass of the M-electron atom R of mass 
M. relative to the center of mass of the N-elec-
tron atom A of mass M A and is given by 
ft, 	- 	 , 	 (5) M A 	" M B 
whers, in is the electronic mass. The plane wave 
c' k n'''ft in the boundary condition (3) therefore con-
tains e"tr R  together with phase factors that ac-
count for the translational 'notions of the elec-
trons relative to 0. As an aid to further clarity, 
assume that the collision system contains only one 
electron. The generalization of the subsequent for-
mulas for excitation of many-electron systems is 
trivial. Let 
*,(f, 	= 	• 'Ix 
such that (2) is rewritten as 
fit,C0 + 	2:; 	 i:"10(} 
=E;4, ,(1-- ,1k). 	(7) 
For heavy-particle collisions, assume (a) that 
the chief dependence of 4 , 1  on H is contained in 
elkf•R such that V 	can be neglected, (b) that the 
relative motion is directed mainly along h, a unit 
vector along the Z axis, such that 
pR P tNI •R =k/ heli r , 
and (c) that 
1:1=17; . +(m/M A )V•"Z",,...7%, 	 ( 8 ) 
such that /1„(f) =f1,(1.,). With these approximations, 
(7) becomes 
[HaA ) + 	- El] X 'a., 
svl 
a Z)71-.0.1 
=ikv,P-X -L) 	+HAI (11111 	(9) 
I-0 7 .17.n...I MA \az./-1'  
where e, is the incident speed and where ° the pres-
ence of 2,, 	1 in (P) results in correct acknOwl- 
edgment of the electron's translational motion. 
Further reduction is obtained by the substitution 
, 	exp[ini(M AB M,,)1 ,,,z,/h] 
(10) 
and, since 
ri = S 	rri(M AA/M A114, 
y r therefore satisfies 
[11.(',)-+ 	 :31-• 	(11) 
Rye ni-,te, on writing Z= ', i t, that Eq. (11), which 
has been derived from a stationary-slate descrip-
tion of the scattering, is formally identical to the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation obtained by 
considering the motion of the electrons above in a 
"time-dependent" potential field V•„.P(f)) gener-
ated by the motion of the nuclei. This procedure 
would be analogous to the Boni-Oppenheimer al,- 
prostination for the separation of electronic and 
nuclear motions. For direct excitation, the sta-
tionary-state function It) can be expanded in 
terms of the isolated atomic functions 9,, in (4) as 
4,,(f-„ 11) = j6,0)cog„)c - i `c^ zi" , 	(12) 
which, on insertion into (11) and with the aid of 
(4), followed by projection on direct-excitation 




which v.hell solved subject to the asymptotic condi-
tion o n(p, -- —0)=8,„ provides 4' as a function, of 
and ft. Thus, the initial wave function 4'; devel-
ops in ft as 
t fl) e' 17( expk. (1.)Eri] 
e l SiZ/h,,,c(
r
, . , 11) (14) 
and, as 	reduces to the correct stationary- 
state incident wave e n't' R "1p 1 (7..). The final-state 
wave foaction in (1) is the solution of (2) with 
V=0, and is therefore 
cf 	.il exp 	 _ ‘7.1 
) 	J " 	. ' 
(15) 
Hence, with the assumption that the relative 
speed in the above phase factors is unaffected, i.e., 
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= uf , the substitution of (14) and (15) in (1) yields 
2 11-112-1 
S an(A) (VA%) 	ft)149 0.)) 
x 	 , 	 (16) 
where S,„ =8, -S„ and Ic is the momentum change 
-k , . The electrostatic interactions averaged 
over the electronic motions can be written as ° 
(co, I 	vn) = ^r' a. 
 (17)  
where ',i f is the magnetic quantum number of elec-
tronic state f and ft e(R,0,4 , ). Thus, (13) is 
aa,,(11) 	i 
=- 	 S a„(Z , p, ,D) az 
(18)
 with 	 = (Z, p, 4) in a cylindrical 
coordinate frame, and with a,,(-0, b,„ as the 
boundary condition. Introduction of the phase-inde-
pendent amplitudes C.,,(= an d" ^i ) . produces 
aC x(p, z).. 	
i SC (fl, Z)1"„(p; 	 , az 	ta n 
(19) 
a set of phase-independent equations capable of 
numerical solution as functions of p and Z. Hence, 
with the aid of (19) and (16), 
fu ( p,,p ), 	5 c reZ.F. 	4, ),..re ifv• 	f (p, Z) dH 
(20) 
which is the basic formula for the scattering am-
plitude as determined from the present approach. 
This formula is essentially identical with that de-
rived by Byron ° [see Eq. (17b) of his paper]. The 
generalization of the above equation to excitation 
in many-electron atomic systems is simple when 
exchange and transfer of electrons between the two 
nuclei is neglected. 
We note that the above formula is also repro-
duced when we arbitrarily insert the following 
fully time -dependent initial and final wave func-
tions: 
4, ;(E,;i•,Pw,f)-(5 a„(t),p„('r„)e-4, •, ' I") 
erii,:r1-tro4 r/are" 	(21) 
and 
	
4,,(11 ,; , ft( f), 	= kof 
e' 7V 4,- ‘"'isti 2 vAa 	(22) 
into the scattering amplitude (1) and use the con-
servation of energy together with the substitution 
= vi t. 
B.. Apploxiinatinns to Scattering Amplitude 
Approairnatiun I. The first approximation is 
based on the fact that for heavy-particle collisions, 
the 7. component of the momentum change can be 
expanded as 
. ft-z =17( • = k, 	kt -r 2k, sin 2 ! 0 
= 8 i 	61 , \.1 	jvf 	+ • • •) 
	
(23) 
Hence, the scattering amplitude (20) becomes 
(0) - 	J e 67•.; ie g '" 5 Cf(P,°°) --5 „1./4- , 
(24) 
where 
K ,2 =K2 _ 4 K2 _ 
approximates the square of the momentum change 
perpendicular to the incident direction, such that 
K' • S -H-pcos(cp - 4'). Therefore both the 4' and 
the Z integrations can be performed analytically 
to yield 
f,(0,0= -ik 	 J 6(K'p) 
x[C,(p, .0) - kip dp, 	 (25) 
where J ,, are Hesse] functions of integral order 
A = tn,,, the change in magnetic quantum number. 
The total cross section a t ,. follows directly from 
(24) when we write 
= +le; - 2k 	cos0 ,-.K"+K2s 	 (26) 
to yield 
flet.kf t2 -41'12 
o 	
diz, 5 [e irS.0 (13 , c0) 6,1 1 dp- o (k i ). (k,,/k d 5 if 0(6, co) d(cos thp = 4 7-T2 
4.0 
x 5 le-16°'Cl(p',.0)-6,1,14', 	 (27) 
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in which ec , =K' dK' (AV is an element lying en-
tirely in the XY plane. The upper limit to K' in 








in harmony with the prediction from (10) and (12) 
that I C,(1), .)1' is the probability for excitation at 
impact parameter p, and with Byron.' The cor-
responding probability for elastic collisions is, 
however, IC, + (1 -2 ReC,) and is not IC, j', 
except of course when ReC,=, for all p, which 
is an impossibility. 
Equation (24) above may be compared to that 
obtained by Byron' [see his Eq. (19)] who used the 
actual momentum change 6, sine perpendicular to 
the incident direction, rather than the XV-compo-
nent K' used here. For heavy-particle collisions, 
there is, however, little difference. 
Approximation II. This approximation follows 
from the neglect of 	In (20) to give 
f (0, 	= ik. I e I (K• ono I) a CjiL({? Z ) 	(29) 
2ir 
For heavy-particle impacts at high energy, I;is 
almost perpendicular ton such that 
k • a=i-c• I ,Kpeos(0-0, 	 (30) 
where K above is taken as the total momentum 
change. Substitution of (30) In (29) yields the ex-
pression 
fit ( ''`P ) = 
xJ 	 (31) 
0 
which is similar to (25) but with K replacing IC'. 
We note that approximations I and II are identical 
only for elastic collisions. The differences be-
tween them will be fully explored for specific in-
elastic transitions in Sec. IIC when we examine 
the Born wave approximation. 
The approximation If, Eq. (31) has also been de-
rived by Bransden and Coleman.' However, It is 
worth pointing out that f(0) given by Branscien 
et 	for the excitation of state it by electron 
impact is valid only then for transitions involving 
no change in magnetic quantum number (although, 
for hydrogenic states, E, „)4',,H2 is, to be sure, 
spherically symmetric). 
Approximation III. On recognizing that K is not 




n Kpcos 	 (39 ‘ 
into (29) and (31) is reproduced except that the 
argument of the Bessel functions is K pcosiO in-
stead of A7) as in approximation II. With Kw 26, 
x sin 0 since6,22 kf , then the argument is k i p sin 0. 
ApproAimation IV. That the if and 4 integra-
tions in (9) can be achieved in the last two approxi-
mations is a direct consequence of the neglect 
in (32) of sine. A more natural approach, how-
ever, is to rotate our initial coordinate frame by 
10 about the X axis such that the new Z' axis di-
rected along the vector 
n' = 	+ 1:,)/ 	I , 	 (33) 
which bisects the initial and final directions and 
which always ensures that ic"-n- 0 for a given 
scattering angle C. Thus, the components of ft 
are, in the new (primed) system, given as 
cos,l, '1 [1 	0 	0 	[p 
p sit0P 	= 0 cos, ()ain't, 
Z' -sin1.0 cost ,  
(34) 
such that (29) reduces exactly, 
./(6,(p) , - ik  2n 	 6Z -- 
dp' dz' dd>' , 	 (35) 
with o,„ maintained as functions in the old (un-
primcd) coordinate system. 
To first order, (34) becomes 
Z' 7. cos.10, p' p cos-10, 
cosy,' -, cos,p/coslf), 	 (36) 
and, by substituting 	dZ cos 	in (35), and by 
proceeding as above, we find 
f ii(0,(p)= -ik ,cos'-16(icos0e 1 9° 
X f J 6(K pcos',6)[Co(p,..)-6,,lpdp. 
(37) 
If, instead of (36), Z'r- Z, then a factor cos10 
disappears from (37). If, in addition, 
the (icosl2Oe f 9° factor also disappears and the 
final result Is then identical to that of Wilets and 
Wallace` (when Kw sine 6)• 
C. Born Version of Scattering Amplitude 
By setting C,s 6,„ in the right-hand side of (19), 
the impact-parameter version of Born's approxi-
mation is obtained from (20) to yield 
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.1 2,kf 
(0 , cp) = - 4tr  — n' f e".7. 	,(11) 	, 	(38) 
the Fourier transform of the coupling interaction, 
a result identical with the wave version of Born's 
approximation. 
The main advantage of (20) is, of course, its 
use in a tut itistate-state treatment, in which the 
set of coupled differential equations is solved 
numerically for C,,(p, 1. Thus approximation I, 
Eq. (24), is essential as a first step and involves 
only the 1 eptacement of K 7  by 8,,,(10,„ which is 
almost exact for heavy-particle collisions. The 
Born version of (29), approximation I; is 
f 1ft 1 6, co ( - - 41, 2 h....„M f ettX
'  v'Tt/m ) dp 
X 
 f V,,(p,Z)c'alix/""i(IZ, 	(39) 
which when expressed in spherical-polar instead 
of cylindrical coordinates is equivalent to (38) 
with k'=if"-, 
As confirmation of this equivalence in approxi-
mation I, consider the following collision pro- 
ceases: 
11* 	11(1 s)- 	+11(1s, 2s, 2p0.. - 	(40) 








(1 +1 /1:)F-25 , 	R2 = p2 
+3R1c. -3 R/ z 
(Z/H)E„,,(R), 
(p/ d2 	,,(R) , 










The inner integral of (39) for these transitions 
can be expressed in terms of integral Ressel 
functions 	of the third kind,"'" as 
f_:v,, ,,(R) eiZ - 2[1:0 (y p) pE ,(;./ 01, y -- 2 
1 ., (R ) c os OZ ctZ - 2,12(cr 3 /11 2 )p2K 2 (A p), o = 	A' = 	+ 02 
f „(11)(Z it)sinPZ dZ - ,14;aplaic. u (gp)- [21.f „(Ap) +-1(p / A )K 	;(o, /.4')A-2 (Ap)1} , 
	
i 2 ,,(81(p/R)cosPZ 	-;-Yr; {ft i (f)p) - (AK i (Ap)+;,' pIC6 (Ap) +iql3(1, 2 /A)K,(40)11 , 
with p = 3/8v, a.u. 
The 4, integration in (39) is performed to give 
2111 c'  
.1.11 (8, 	- - 	
z.6 
e 	j 6(K'p)p dp f V .„(A)ei ') 1 ■ Z dZ , 
0 
while the p integration in the above can be achelved by using the integral formula" 
2" . "'K'',4"(n + m) I  







After some algebraic simplification, the follow-
ing results for the scattering amplitudes are oh-
tained: 
211,1 	IC' + 8  
Jr 	 h +4) , 
2111 e' 	412-  
I,', 200 ( ( rf,j, , p ( cp) cosb , 
I,° 2,,,(8, (P)=./,:z ,(0, cr))51.n5 , 
where 
2./if 
It2 2P(Br4̂ )= K(K 2 	0 2 )3 2 
with 10.K' 2 +8.',/,.,1 and cos5=liii=Kz /A- -8/ /v,. 
All of these results agree exactly with those ob-
tained from the Born wave formula (38) which can 
either be evaluated directly using (41) expressed 
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2M r2 bit - Fis(R) f,r(0(p) - - 	 (46) 
where f i,(R) is the form factor 
(Sch(f.,) le' K'r 	Ira )) 
for atomic hydrogen, determined with the atomic 
axis of quantization taken along n , the direction 
of incidence. The equivalence between the two 
versions of Born's approximation Is achieved 
for approximation 1 via the fact that K' 2 + A 2 
=K' 2 + 4+o K 2 4 e 2 in the denominator of (44). 
The difference between approximations I and It 
arises essentially from the neglect of 8„./c, in 
(20) with the result that K' in (39) is replaced by 
K. Thus, approximation II yields the Born-wave 
results only for elastic scattering when K 	, 
and increases K' in (45b) and (45d) by 4/0i. 
In the limit of high-impact velocities, ap6roxi-
mations I and fI should therefore agree for in-
elastic collisions. 
Approximations III and IV also neglect 6,/r, 
in (20) and attempt thereafter to take fuller ac-
count of the direction of IZ (rather than assuming 
as in approximation II that K lies entirely in the 
KY plane). This procedure leads to K in (45a)-
(45d) being replaced by K cosl O for both cases and, 
for IV in addition, to the appearance of an extra 
multiplicative fa: for cos' 0 for (45a) and (45b) 
and cos'1, 0 for (45a). Approximations III and IV 
therefore result in an incorrect angular depen-
dence, becoming worse for the larger scattering 
angles. Moreover, the resulting errors would 
be strongly amplified for the case of electron 
impact. 
The basic reason why approximations III and IV 
are not as good as approximations land II arises 
from the fact that, while approximation H essen-
tially neglects K, and is thereafter consistent 
with this neglect', approximations 1.0 and IV neglect 
K r initially in (20) and then seek to account for 
K 2 later by assuming that R. indeed possesses a 
Z component. 
The following neutral-neutral processes, 
H(1s)+II(ls)- 11(1s) -4 H(1 s, 2s, 2p0 , 2p,,), 	(47) 
have also been explored in both Born versions. 
The appropriate interaction potentials have al- 
ready been given. ° • ° For the elastic case, 
f V gt) dZ = 2[1(0 (20 + pK ,(2p) - leK2 (2p) 
(48) 
and the integrals for the inelastic case are also 
known." The subsequent p integrations can also  
be performed analytically, and approximation I 
then yielded precisely the Born-wave values de-




= 2A1 A pe 2 	_ F,, (KA 
1,2 
(49)
 for H-H impacts. 
Finally, as another example, assume that some 
reaction is assumed to proceed (with unit prob-
ability) only for collisions with impact parameter 
p ...s11,„ a reaction radius. Then the resulting in-
tegrations in (25) can be performed analytically 
in terms of Bessel and Lommel functions. For 
the case with v=0, the scattering amplitude is 
simply (with a, 1 for p s k o , and 0 1 .1, 
a 0 -0 otherwise) 
(P/' --ik i R eff,(Kft 0 )/K 
(50)
 for small Ka2k, sin".0. Both the elastic and in-
elastic differential cross sections are therefore 
peaked at small scattering angles 0, with magni-
tude 	and have angular spread (k,R,) - '. 
Hence, little error is introduced by setting 
cr„ .2tt f Li, d(cos 6) 
,,,d8 
pr,(k i it,Otj 
0 
= iti?!= 	 (51) 
as predicted elsewhere" for collisions with a 
total absorbing sphere in the limit of large inci-
dent momentum k 1 . The total cross section for 
both elastic and inelastic scattering is therefore 
o =a„ 4 au = 
= (41r/kd linf„ (6 = 0) 	 (52) 
in harmony with the optical theorem. 
In conclusion, a basic expression (20) for the 
scattering amplitude f(6) has been simply derived. 
The Born version of (20) is identical to the Born-
wave result offw(6). When a multistate descrip-
tion is used, several approximations are explored 
and are presented in decreasing order of effective-
ness [as determined by the comparison of the 
corresponding Born versions with rw(0)]. The 
Born version of the "best" approximation I agrees 
with f"(6) in the heavy-particle limit, i.e., when 
K 2 = 	/v,. The possible elaboration of this ap- 
proximation to electron-atom collisions is of 
interest. The relationship of these approximations 
with those previously derived' is probed. 
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APPENDIX III 
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR ELASTIC SCATTERING AND FOR THE 
2s AND 2p EXCITATIONS OF H(ls) BY HYDROGEN-ATOM IMPACT 
This appendix is a reprint of an article which appears in 
Physical Review A, Volume 9, pages 1947 to 1953, May 1974. 
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Differential cross sections for elastic scattering and for the 2s and 2p excitations 
of H( Is) by hydrogen-atom impact 
M. R. Flannery and K. J. McCann 
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Teclmologi, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
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Differential cross sections are calculated using the two-state and four-state impact-param- 
eter treatments for H(1s)-14(1s) elastic and inelastic collisions in the keV-energy region. The 
cross sections, computed as a function of scattering angle, are compared with those evaluated 
from the Born-wave and unitarized-Born approximations. Interesting differences are ob-
served. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The multistate impact-parameter description of 
neutral-neutral collisions in the keV energy range 
has been used mainly to evaluate total excitation 
cross sections.' The influence of various inter-
action couplings on the collisional cross section 
can therefore be systematically examined by in-
cluding additional unperturbed eigenfunctions in 
the total wave function describing the collision 
system. An examination of the corresponding 
differential cross sections o(0) as a function of 
the scAtering angle 0 is, however, feasible'•'' 
and very desirable since (a) it would provide fur-
ther theoretical insight into the basic model as 
extra couplings are introduced, and (b) u(0) can 
now be measured directly for neutral-neutral 
collisions. The resulting comparison with theo-
retical predictions would provide a more sensitive 
test of the theoretical model. 
In this paper, this multistate impact-parameter 
treatment is applied to the examination of the 
collisional processes 
H(1s)-t 11(1s)-11(1s)+ H(ls, 2s, 2p0 or 2P, i ) (1) 
in which the incident hydrogen atom remains in 
the ground state. Differential cross sections as 
a function of 0 are calculated at several impact 
energies using various approximations. 
The effects of nuclear symmetry. electron ex-
change between the nuclei, and simultaneous tran-
sitions occuring in both target and projectile atoms 
are explicitly neglected. 
MULTISTATETHEORY 
The basic formula for the amplitude for the 
scattering of two heavy particles of reduced mass 
M,1,1 and initial relative momentum K", into the 
direction (0, co) about the a direction of incidence 
is given, in the center-of-mass reference frame, 
bye 
iki 	aror-iNfri) u zisv .LC_J a 
2t J 	
ei& 	az - R, 
(2)
 where,the incident velocity T..,=a,/s/ AB . The mo-
mentum change K canted by the collision is k,-rt i , 
where the final relative momentum cif is directed 
along (V, cp). The difference & if in the electronic 
energies between the initial Wand final (f ) states 
of both atoms is 6,-8f . and niwuni, -in/ is the 
change in the total azimuthal quantum numbers, 
with the atomic axis of quantization along the in-
cident direction. The nuclear-separation vector 
it has components (11,0,4•)  in a spherical polar 
frame, and (p, 4', Z) in a cylindrical frame where 
p is the impact -parameter winch lies perpendicu-
lar to the incident direction. A rectilinear tra-
jectory for the relative motion is assumed, such 
that the transition amplitude 	satisfies the fol- 
lowing set of (phase 4, -independent) first-order, 
coupled differential equations; 
a c (p, z) 	i 	5, 	(0, z )e is„,,,zth., 
az but „ 
(3)  
solved subject to the boundary condition C,,(p,-- ,o) 
where i denotes the initial state of the 
collision system. The interaction matrix ele-
ments coupling the states j and k of the atoms are 
V„ (A) (4',(C L , 701 V(r,  11)1 	(T. L , TO) 	(4) 
where V 	) is the instantaneous electrostatic 
interaction between the two neutral atoms at Inter-
nuclear distance 11, and the composite electronic 
coordinates are represented by ;. The wave 
functions '0 are eigenfunctions of the isolated 
atoms with eigenenergies 6" ., and (by neglecting 
exohange effects and double transitions) are there-
fore given, for processes (1), by 
1947 
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4, 'Tv t72)=c0 .1.(1.: ()(P,,, (f,), 	 (5) 
where 	denote a set of eigenfunctions for the 
hydrogen atom in quantum state (stint and where 
'r, and r 2 are the position vectors of each electron 
relative to its parent nucleus. The subsequent 
integrations over r, and I, in (4) can he performed 
analytically. The diagonal and off-diagonal matrix 
elements appropriate for a full four-state treat-
ment have already been expressed'•' as functions 
of It. With this information, the set of equations 
(3) can now be solved numerically. 
In order to use the computed multistate transi-
tion amplitudes C. further simplification to (2) 
is requited. T h is can be achieved by noting that, 
for heavy-particle collisions, the a-component 
K, of the momentum change K can be expanded 
according to 
K,= k 1 	cost. k,-k, 
=(6fi hu,)(1+6,0,11„,,,I)1+ • • • ). 	(6) 
Hence, in the heavy-particle limit, second- and 
higher-order terms in the above expansion can be 
neglected such that (2) reduces to 
ik 
,f, / (0, (p)= - 	f ezp(i 	7)) 
IP ""4C, (f) , °° ) -8114, 	 (7) 
where K'' =1:`--K".., K 2 -61 , 2 /1f 2y,' is the square of 
the momentum change perpendicular to the di-
rection of incidence along I ,, and hence, 11'•7, 
Pf) cos(p -4.). Thus, the 4, integration in (7) is 
performed to give 
fu (8,(p)= — 	fAel"f J,(K'p) 
x[Ci (P • ')-6 a]PdP ' 
	
(8) 
 where Jo are Besse' functions of integral order 
The required differential cross section is there-
fore 
0,,( 0)=-2 u(kpik1)Ifif( 0 .(P)1 2 . 	 ( 9 ) 
III. BORN, UNITARIZED BORN, AND GLAUBER 
APPROXIMATIONS 
The Impact-parameter version of Born's approx-
imation for elastic and inelastic scattering readily 
follows by inserting C. (p, 21 = 5„, into the right-
hand side of (2) with the result that 
aC, (1,,Z) _ 
82 	f1 v 1 
vf , 4), z)eisfiz/h" 
	
(10) 
which is in a form suitable for use in (2) directly. 
Hence, on transforming from the cylindrical 
frame (p, 4', 2) to the spherical-polar coordinate 
frame (11,0,4?), (2) yields 
	
ff (0, ) = - 44; -2-;-ita. 	ii (K)e lr( 	dit , 	(11) 
the Fourier transform of the interaction coupling 
the initial and final channels, a result identical 
With that obtained directly front the wave version 
of Born's approximation. The Born approximation 
is valid only in the limit of high impact-energy 
and weak interaction when the departure from 
probability conservation is small. 
For the special case of elastic scattering, a 
"unitarized" Born approximation can he obtained 
by simply neglecting all inelastic channels with 




V, i (p, Z)dZ), 	(12) 
, 
which always conserves probability, and which can 
also be used directly in (2). By taking the first 
two terms of the expansion of the exponential in 
(17), the usual Born expression (11) for elastic 
scattering is recovered. 
The Born approximation for inelastic scattering 
ignores couplings between states other than t h e 
initial and final stades., and essentially arises 
from a two-state treatment in which the diagonal 
interactions (distortion terms) and back coupling, 
are ignored. it takes account, however, of the 
energy difference 6 2.,. 
An approximation which ignores the excitation 
differences 6,„„ in (3), but takes full account of 
all the couplings, can readily be derived. The 
phase-dependent set of equations, similar to (3), 
can then be solved exactly, to give 
 rz 
Cf 	z) . (' 6.172)1exp 	 i•)dZ) 
1 4, ,a„ 1.0> . 	 (13) 
The first two terms in the expansion of the ex-
ponential yields the florli-wave result for elastic 
scattering. Inserting the full expression (13) into 
(8) yields a result identical with the Glauber ap-
proximation.' However, (13) involves the calcula-
tion of various powers of the electrostatic inter-
action averaged over the electronic motion, and 
so will be not applied here. 
Some of the more general features displayed by 
the more elaborate calculations can be readily 
deduced from the simple Born result (11), which 
for this case can be rewritten as 
ff, (8, ) = (2 MA,e2 ,,V.K 2 )[1-F., „ (K)] 
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FIG. 1. is-Is differential cross sections. F-four-state approximation; U-unitarized-Born approximation; B—
Born approximation (Born wave and Impact-parameter Born). 
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TABLE I. Various properties of the Born-wave cross sections a(0)ra'i' for H(ls) + H(1s) 
— Ras) -1 11(ril). 02, (0) = (2 8 /3') VI, /v 1;  020 (0) = (2 1 /3 11 )/ilAa /5 2 ; 
Final states u(small 0) am.. (0 0) 0 0  crgarge 0) 
Is 32MAA 	ts 	if) 1.62 x 10 5 0.093/o 1/ (8E 2 sin' 160 b 
2s 02,,(0) 	(2 24/a 12 )Atio'FAini ie 2.10.104 0 .05F, /c 1/ (2"/t14 . 4E, 6Bin12 ) 
2p + 12 11/ 3 10 0/42 3Es inq 0 1.07 x 10' 0.036,4' 9/ (2 1 .4T16 6E 7 sin" L(1) 
'Entries to he multiplied by (firal speed/incident speed) ratio. 
b Rutherford cross section. 
where Ffi(K)----(cof1r)le4".TI<P,  (p)) is the elastic 
(1 -f) or inelastic (1 *f) form factor which is known 
explicitly for hydrogen. With this knowledge, the 
differential cross section GPO can be written 
down, and tii . maximum value a n,„ and its location 
at flo determined. Table I summarizes the various 
properties and any departures from them will be 
fully examined In the following section when more 
refined descriptions are used. 
IV. RFSIILTS AND DISCUSSION 
The two-state and four-state descriptions of the 
scattering processes 
H(ls) +H(1s)-1-1(1s)-• H(ls, 2s, 2p 0 , 2p , 0 ) 	(15) 
involved solving the full set of either two- or four-
coupled equations (3) numerically for the (complex) 
transition amplitude C,(p,•0), which were then in-
serted for numerical integration of (8), to yield 
from (0) the two-slate and four-state cross sec-
tions ar (0) and o F(e), respectively, as a function 
of scattering angle El. Calculations were per-
formed for incident speeds e 6 , 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 
atomic units (corresponding to incident kinetic 
energies 25e, 2 keV). Illustrative results are pre-
sented only for the I 	, 2 cases, the remainder 
being available upon request. 
to' 
to, 
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In addition,' for comparison purposes, elastic 
and inelastic Born-wave cross sections a u for (15) 
were obtained from (14), and also the unitarized-
Born elastic cross sections a' were calculated 
from (8) and (12). 
A. Elastic scattering 
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are displayed the computed 
differential cross sections cr(0) for elastic scat-
tering as a function of 9 at two impact energies E. 
The insets in each figure demonstrate the behav-
ior of o(0) at the larger scattering angles. The 
four-state and unitarized Born cross sections, 
c i and au respectively, are finite for scattering 
in the forward direction 0=0, where the Born-
wave cross section a u is zero. The minima and 
maxima in all the graphs are associated with the 
behavior of J0 in (8). 
Fnr large 6, a ° exhibits an exact Rutherford 
dependence - E'esc' < 0, a dependence that is 
followed in general by both o P and a u . 
Finally, the closeness between a' and e through-
out the whole 'angular and impact-energy range is 
a direct manifestation that the excited 2s and 2p 
states cause little influence in the elastic-scat- 
tering cross sections as expected. The situation, 
however, for inelastic collisions is differmit. 
S. Inelastic scattering 
The four-state, two-state, and Born-wave cross 
sections a F, a r , and a 8 respectively, are dis-
played in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for the 2s excitation 
of hydrogen. The cross sections are finite at 
8=0, with a u (0)>-c F(0)>a r(0) for the slower col-
lisions. As E increases, c 13 (0) decreases much 
more rapidly than a' and o r with the result that 
a (0),< GT (0) .:a"(6) eventually. From the analyt- 
ical expression for a n , it can be readily deduced, 
with all quantities ill atomic units, that o n (0) 
= (2 4 /3 4 )M'; n 	for v, >> 1. In general, there 
is remarkable agreement of the maxima and loca-
tion of the maximal at flu given by the three approx-
imations. 
The main difference between a" and a" is de-
monstrated for the larger scattering angics when 
(7 8 falls off very fast f - E - ' csc' a er in contrast to 
the much slower Pall off for a l'. However, this 
difference does 001 affect the total cross section 
appreciably. Fer the higher E, the scattering be-
comes more concentrated in the forward direction 
g 
to, 
FIG. 2. is-2s differential cross sections. F—four-state approximation; T—two-state approximation; B—Born ap-
proidmatton (Born stave and impact-parameter Born). 
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FIG. 3. Is --2p differential cross sections. F-four-state approximation; B-Born approximation (Born wave and 
Impact-parameter Born). 
for btith approximations, as expected. 
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are displayed the four- 
state and Born-wave cross sections for the is-2p 
transition. The cross sections given by the two- 
• state approximation agreed to within 1% with o F . 
As in the previous case, the cross sections are 
finite for scattering in the forward direction and 
cra (0)>o r(0) at lower energies while a r (0)>0 B (0) 
(2'/3 8 )/(M„,, na:/v,') at higher energies. 
There is excellent over -all agreement except at 
small and large scattering angles where a' de- 
creases much more slowly than 0 B- (E -Icsc 2 	 . 
Examination of the is - 2p, and is-2/ cross 
sections provide5 more detailed insight into 2p ex-
citations. Accordingly, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are 
shown the "substate" cross sections cr 2 ,0 and a„, 1 
 in both approximations. For scattering in the for-
ward direction 4, 0 alone is finite, while the zero 
value giv'en by o„„ results from ..f,(0) 0. The 
finite value 4,0(0) decreases with increase in E 
and closely follows o 8 (0), in contrast to the 2s 
case. 
TABLE ft. The (0-8;„„) angular-integrated cross sections us) and the impact-parameter 
intergrated cross sections 17'4 























 6.1F 1 
3.00 t 
'Superscript indicates the power of ten by which the result is to be multiplied. 
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FIG. 4. Is -2p o and is-2 p , differential c roFs sections. FO--four-state as -2p ol approximation; Fl—four-state 
- 2P 5 1=ls - 2p 51 -f 1s - 2p _ 1 ) approximation; ISO—Born (Is -2p 0 ) approximation; D1—born Os - 2p. ,) approxima-
tion. 
With increase in E, 020*1 increases relative to 
ci„0 until it becomes the main contributor to e„. 
In general, the Born results exhibit the main fea-
tures of the cross sections, except, of course, at 
the larger scattering angles. 
C. Total elastic and excitation cross sections 
Finally, we have performed calculations for the 
total cross sections by using 
e". 01(0= f 	,,,(0) d(cos0) 
e.o 
and also by using 
(v 1 )=271 11c 	 P di) • 
The results are riven in Table R. The closeness 
between the cross sections calculated from the two 
different formulas (1G) and (17) is a measure of 
the accuracy of the overall calculations. In gen-
eral, the agreement is very good, although for 
the higher impact energies E and larger angles 
0.'3 ° , the accurate determination of o,,(0) is pre-
vented by the rapid oscillation in the Bessel func-
tions. Thus, in the table, B.,x was taken to be 3". 
Also, Table I) demonstrates that as E increases; 
the scattering becomes much more concentrated 
in the forward direction. For example, the rela-
tive contributions arising from elastic scattering 
into the 0-0.1° angular range are 41%, 63%, and 
99% for incident speed v ; =1, 2, and 3, respective-
ly. For 2s inelastic scattering, corresponding 
percentages are 53%, 86%, and 94%, and are 87%, 
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Abstract. The elastic and clic 2, and 2p incliva me sealientig of r.round-state hydrogen atoms 
by helium la eva mined in the Flom, unitarigssl-Born and multistate onoact-parameter 
formulation of Psat t. pat ccic enlliomns. uit6 Incident cn,; ec 1:m i he range( 25 < F < 225 
I.e5 '1 he failure of Horn's appri.X1111M1011 to prIM Ilit• an adiyua le detCliption of both sw il l 
angle elastic and inelastic ...dieting and hope-angle inelastic scattering is graphically 
displayed. 
I. Introduction 
Although considerable interest has recently been focused on the determination of the 
total cross section Q for neutral neutral (If H and II He) excitation collisions as a 
function or Impact-energy L Ih lannery 1969a. b, c, Levy 1909a. b. Bell et al 1973). 
rehill hall' is known  about the corresponding differential (loss section 6(0) versus 
scattering angle O. 
"1-be main theoretical description for Q at intermediate E is the multistate impact-
parameter treatment (miry) in Sr Mich the influence of the s :thous interactions, coupling 
the excitation channels, can be systematically examined. For excitation to a final state 
o(01 involves both the magnitude and the relative phase of the asymptotic transition 
amplitude a and hence its examination would therefore provide a more sensitive probe 
into the various approximate schemes adopted than that provided by Q.  which depends 
only on la1 1 2 Also, recent advances in experimental techniques have ve permitted the 
measurement of a((1) and coin parison pith theory would perhaps yield further insight 
into the basic theoretical model. 
In this paper, a theory in which the internal electronic motions of the colliding atomic 
systems are described by the MIN. while the retatire atom-atom motion is treated by 
the Eikonal approximation, is applied to the examination of the differential cross section 
for the processes, 
WO 4 fie( Is') 	I I( Is, 2s, 2p,.". ,)+ lie(1s 2 ) 
	
( 1 ) 
as a function of 0 for various impact energies E. Such an approach - has been followed 
by Bransden et al (1972)and by Sullivan et (11(1972) for scattering of charged structureless 
particles te and I I'1 for target H) Is). and also by Berrington et al (1973) and by Begum 
et al (1973) for scattering of e and I1 by He(ls 2 ). 'Neutral-neutral collisions display, 
however, interesting differences. 
840 
111 
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2. Multistate theory 
The basic formula for the amplitude of the scattering of two heavy particles of reduced 
mass 11.1,,„ and initial relative momentum k, into the direction (0, 0) about the Z-direction 
of incidence is given (I•I,iunery and McCann 1973), in the centre-of-mass reference 
frame, by 
j.(0), 	ik, 	 OC, 
exp i(K . R + fir„(D)exp(i(„44,1-- 
'Z
--- 1R 	 (2) 
. 	, 
2n  
where the incident velocity v, = hk,/,,tf,„. The momentum change K caused by the 
collision is A,— A- , and the final relative Momentum k, is directed along (0,4'0. The 
difference t o- in the electronic energies between the initial (i) and final (fl states of both 
atoms is and rn, f = is the change in the total aiimut ha I quantum numbers, 
with atomic axis of quantization along the incident direction. The nuclear-separation 
vector R has components (K. 0. , 1)) in a spherical polar frame. and (p,(I),Z) in a cylin-
drical frame where /Ms the impact-parameter wh ich lies perpendicular to the incident 
direction. The transit ion amplitude C„, sit tisfies he lollov, mg set of (phase (D-indepondent ) 
first-order, coupled differential equations 
OC„,(p, 
- = — 	SC ( 	1p ZIcsp(o„,„14,) -ez 	tn. ; 
solved subject to the boundary condition C„(p. - 	) 	heic i denotes the initial 
state of the collision system. I he mica - action matrix elements coupling the states land k 
of the atoms arc 
1 ) ,,(ll) 	 F(r. 11');`l' „(r)> 	 (4) 
where F(r, R) is the instantaneous electrostatic interaction between the two neutral 
atoms at internuclear distance K, and w here '1' ; arc eigenfinictions for the isolated atoms 
with eigeneneigies c r and composite electronic coordinates denoted by r. 
When the liartice- Lock potential of Strand and Bonham (1964) for He( I s 2 ) is 
adopted. Flannery (1969) has sho,v n that the interaction matrix elements I ;c(R) can he 
determined as analytic functions of R. This potential for Ile is sufficiently accurate, 
since there is no observnble difference in the calculated total cross sections when the 
potential is computed from very accurate form factors (cf Lev) 1969). With this 
information, the set of coupled equations (3) can now he solved by customary numerical 
procedures. 
In order to use the computed multistate transition amplitudes C,„, further simplifica-
tion to (2) is requited. This can he achieved by not ing that, for heavy-particle collisions, 
the Z-component K z of the momentum change K can be expanded according to, 
K= = k,— k r cos 0 	k 1 — A, =+ 	Eh 	...] 
2NI AH r; 




f cx p(iK' .p)[exp(ion, i (1))C,-(p, -7/4— (.5, r] dp 
where K' 2 = K 2 —K = K 2 - f,-,/h 2 t, is the square of the momentum-change per-
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It is worth noting that K' appears in (6), in contrast to the total K as used by Bransden 
et al (1972) and by Berrington et al (1973). The aLintegration in ((Ilea n now be performed 
to give 




( 7 ) 
where .1., are Besse! functions of integral order A = m, r . 
The required differential and total cross sections are therefore, 
a, r(0) = 2nf 
	
0)1 ' . 	 (8a) 
and 
7k 
,) = 2e 	IC1(p,  77.  )—b,(12  p dp = 2n 	d(cos 0) 	 (86) 
respectively. 
A two-state treatment includes in (3) only the initial and final zitoinic slates of the 
isolated atoms. In the four-stair treatment other intermediate states at e included eg 
for (1 ). he Is, ?s, 2p, , st,rics arc chosen such that the effect of the 2i ?s coupling on, 
say, the cross section for the Is 2s transition can be asvessed. Inclusion of coupling to 
higher hydrogcnic states can be implicitly acknowledged by the use of Is and 3p pseudo-
states (Burke and Webb 1970), thus necessitating a severnstate calculation. We content 
ourselves at present to only a four-state calculation. since the addition of the extra 
pseudo-channels causes changes in the total cross section only at low incident speeds 
(cf Bell Cr al 1973). as expected. 
2.1. Born. and unitorized Born opproyinanions 
The impact-parameter version of Born's approximation for clam ic and inelastic scatter-
ing readily foilows by inserting C„( 1 ,, Z) = (5,,, into the right hand side of (3) with the 
usual result that' 
i"Cf(i), Z) 
(3Z 
	 1/,- ; (/), 
which is in a form suitable for use in (2) directly, without the need for approximation (5). 
Hence, on transforming from the cylindrical frame (p,(1),Z) to the spherical-polar 
coordinate frame (R, 0,0), (2) yields 
I 2M AR - 






(R ) ex Nth R)dR (10) 
the Fourier transform of the interaction coupling the initial and final channels, a result 
identical with that obtained directly from the wave sersion of Born's approximation. 
The Born-approximation is valid only in the limit of high impact-energy and weak-
interaction when the departure from probability-conservation is small. 
For the special case of elastic scattering, a 'unitarized' Born approximation can be 
obtained by simply neglecting all inelastic channels with the result that (with C„ = 0, 
(9) 
113 
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n# 1, in (3)), 
i 
Z) = exp ( 
	I 
	1„(p,Z)(1Z) 	 (II) 
/iv ; 
which always conserves probability and in hick also can he used directly m (2). By taking 
the first two terms of the expansion of the exponential in (11), the usual Born expression 
(10) for elastic scattering is then recovered from (7). 
3. Results and discussion 
By application of the preceding theory, differential cross sections lime been calculated 
for the following processes. 
H(1s)+ 	1s 2 ) 	1-1(1s, 2s, or 2p o. , )4 Ile(ls 2 1 	 (12) 
as a function of scattering angle 0 at various impact energies E. 
3.1 Elastic scattering 
In figures 1(a J) are displayed the computed cross sections a", a t and a' as given by the 
Born, unitarizec1-Born, and four-state approximations, respect» ely, for the elastic 
process in (12). Several distinctions emerge: 
(a) for elastic scattering in the forward direction 0 — 0. r7 U 	 contrast to 
the finite values (which decrease wills el -tan-increase) given by both (i t " and a t This 
zero arises from the fact that the form factor f . ;,'( K ) for hydrogen in I he customary 
expression obtained from (10), 
MO, 0) 	 [2 — 	 (13) 
11 2 1: - 
for the Born-scattering amplitude, tends to zero its K 	0, while the corresponding 
elastic form factor FY; for helium —2+K 2 . Thus the static II- lie interaction 1/JR) 
vanishes when integrated over all R, a remarkable result in direct contrast with both 
ion-neutral elastic collisions and with neutral-neutral inelastic collisions for which 
a"10) > 0. It is noted that equation (13) only follows from (10) when electron-exchange 
effects are explicitly neglected. 
(b) That both a u and a I- are close throughout the entire energy and angular ranges is a 
manifestation that the diagonal interaction 1 ,';, is dominant and that the influence of the 
n = 2 channel, is comparatively weak for elastic collisions. 
(c) As 0 increases, a° (and therefore crE) initially decreases to a minimum at 00 , 
rises to a maximum at 0,, and ultimately approaches the Rutherford cross section, 
decreasina as (2E sin 2 0) - — (E0 2 ) - 2 for large 0 and £ The initial decrease is attributed 
to the fact that the Bessel function J o ( K'p = 2k, sin J2 0) in (7) controls the behaviour off, 
at small 0 (since the transition amplitudes Cap, ,x) vary only slowly for the distant en-
counters which are responsible). The function J o(x) decreases from unity with gradient 
—JO to zero at x x 2.4 and reaches a minimum at x z 4,a behaviour which is reflected 
in the minimum and the maximum respectively, of a" and ty' . Subsequent oscillations 
occurring in J o at the larger scattering angles are suppressed by the much more rapid 
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Figure I. Differential cross sections for the elastic scattering of 	Is) by lie(ls') at fa) 
6,25 keV (A)25 keV (r) 100 keV and Id) 225 keV incident energy E,. B: Born approximation. 
U: unitarued-Born approximation. F - four-state approximation. 
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(d) As E increases, both 0, and 0, shift toward the forward direction and a' tends to 
a t and a t throughout most of the angular range, except in the forward direction. This 
incorrect behaviour of c b(0), for 0 small, dues not vanish at high impact energies, even 
though the interaction at the distant encounters imoked is weak. l his inherent 
defect of Born's approximation is attributable to the lack of conservation of probability 
and to the violation of the opti.:al theorem (since J' D is always real). The resulting error 
however is minimized (but is newt remoxed) lot high E, since it is confined only to an 
ever decreasing angular region. The contribution arising from this region to the total 
cross section becomes, of course, relatively minute 
In conclusion, the Born approximation under,'stimates the scattering at small 0, 
and overestimates the scattering at larger 0. 'the (-mei estimate vanishes for higher impact 
energies while the underestimate, although minim'. remains. 
3.2. inelastic scattering 
In figures 2(a- (/) are displayed differential cross sections foi the is 2s eollisioinil excita-
tion in H by He. Both a 11 and t7 1 yield non-rero ‘alues at 0 = 0, and as I- Increases, 
the initially higher 0'00 ditanuslics much faster than a'(0) until it lies well b.dov, (7 1 04 
In the intermediate angular region, the significant difference hem een a' and o" 
becomes reduced at high E. However, a' exhibits a much slosser fall-off than 
(/..0 2 ) for large O. This behaviour is expected and arises fr om the tact that the 
multistate treatment provides a ea,' L; detailed diet whom of the disitti Lion tiderit,iltin 
at the close encounters '‘Xhich are responsible lot Ow large angles of sittatt.Lcing 
In summary, the Born description fails at both small and large scattering angles, 
although at high impact energies, a il and a' tend to agree in the intermediate angular 
region. The region which pros ides the dominant contribution to the total cross section. 
The corresponding cross sections for the Is 2p transition are 6h01511 in figures 3 
-d). Ilere an(0) and 0'01 are again non-zero, but lie much closer than that obsersed 
for the Is -2s excitation. The coupling interaction has longer-range than 1:,„, 
and is, for the distant encounters responsible lot the forward scattering. therefore less 
influenced by the distortion which is important only for the closer impacts and which is 
included in the multistate treatment. At large scattering angles, a' falls off, as expected, 
more slowly than a s --- (E0 2 ) - ', but faster than 6 1 " for the Is-2s transition. 
Finally, the cross sections for excitation of the substates 2p, and 2p 3 I are shown 
together in figures 4 (a-d). The 2p0 cross sections are non-zero at 0 = 0 where 
vanish. There is overall agreement with Born's approximation except. of course, at the 
larger scattering angles where az p > > 1.4p > a t,'„u , which are all several orders 
of magnitude less than the cross-section maxima. or low E and small 0, the main contri-
bution to the 2p cross section arises from 2p, excitation, a contribution which rapidly 
diminishes as E is increased until the 2p ± , excitation dominates the cross section at the 
largest E. 
Two-state calculations have also been performed and the computed cross sections aT 
are indistinguishable from the four-state cross sections except for the forbidden Is-2s 
transition for which aT101 lies somewhat below a l- (0), as expected, but only in a small 
angular region 0 < 0 < 0 1 . The angle 0, becomes very small with increasing impact 
energy. 
In conclusion, the Born-approximation fails to describe scattering in the forward 
direction for all collisions between neutrals. In addition, for inelastic collisions, it also 
fails to provide an adequate description of large-angle scattering. 
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Theta (deg) 
Figure 2. IDIfferential cross sections for the 2s-excitation of atomic hydrogen by lie(ls') at 
(a) 6.25 keV 18125 keV (e) 1(X) keV and (d) 225 keV incident energy F. B: Born approxima- • 
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APPENDIX V 
ELASTIC AND 2s AND 2p INELASTIC SCATTERING OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN 
BY HELIUM-IONS 
This appendix is a reprint of the proof of an article which will 
appear in the Journal of Physics B: Atom. Molec. Phys., 1974. 
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Elastic and 2s and 2p inelastic scattering of atomic hydrogen 
by helium-ions 
M R Flannery and K.1 McCann 
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332, I/SA 
Received 13 Decemher4/03 
Abstract. Differential cross sections are presented 'in the Botn. Unuan zed [loin, two- and 
four-state tteatments of the elastic and the 2s and 2p inelastic scattering of I Ii 1,0 hr He'. 1 I st, 
with impact speeds I, in the range 05 ts"., 3 au. For elastic tollision, the Born approxi-
mation is successful only for large-angle scattering while for inelastic scattering it [irk 
completely for large angles at all r.„ and for small angles at low I when the ellects of coup) curs 
to other close channels are important. Cotrespondtng treatments are clue carried out for 
' - 11(1-0 collisions, which represent the behavior of Ile '119 Ill l si collisions In the limit 
of high-impaci/energies when the valence electron in lle 4 11s1 completely screens its parent 
nucleus. 
1. Introduction 
Total cross sections for the excitation processes, 
HO I s)+ I-1(1s) 	Ile' (1s)+ H(2s or 2p) ' 
were previously determined (Flannery 1969) from a four state impact-parameter method, 
valid for the keV energy-range. Confparison with a corresponding treatment for incident 
protons revealed that He' mil behaved almost as a singly-charged structureless particle 
at high impact -energies. 
A recent theory (Flannery and McCann 1973), which incorporated the multistate 
impact-parameter description for the internal electronic motions together with the 
eikonal approximation for the relative motion of the colliding species, was used to 
determine the differential cross sections as a function of scattering angle for H-H and 
Il-lie collisions (Flannery and McCann I974a,b). In particular, this method provided 
elastic cross sections which are not calculable from the customary impact-parameter 
description of total cross sections (cf Bates 1961) alone. 
In contrast to these neutral- neutral collisions, where the interactions are all short-
range, the processes in (I) involve long-range ion-dipole interactions. In an effort to 
assess the relative influence of the 2p-2s, 2p-ls and other distortion couplings, we will 
present in this paper the differential cross sections in the Born. unitarized-Born, two-
state and four-state treatments of the processes (I). 
2. Theory 
The basic expression for the amplitude for scattering into (0. 4)) in the center-of-mass 
MS.474 
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system is(Flannery and McCann 1973) 
ik, i- C,(p, Z) 
2n 	 (-7 j,r(
0, 4) — 	f exp i(K . R -)m„(19. exp(ini ,Z/Iw i l - 	• - - dR 	(2) 
where k is the initial relative momentum (tlI A „r,) directed along the polar axis. K is the 
momentum-change k,-- r caused by the collision whidi also induces an i 	(electronic 
transition. The nuclear separation of the colliding species with relative speed 	with 
reduced mass M. is R (R. 0. -1== (p.(1.. 7) and r a = —1;, and ur„ arc the resulting 
changes in the electronic energy and azimuthal quantum number respectively. The 
phase-independent transition amplitudes C„, satisfy the set of coupled differential 
equations, 
• i"C„,(p. Z) 
- 	 S C„(p, Z)1„,„(p, Z)exp(ir,„:47he,) 	 (3) 
which are solved subject to the condition — x.) ti„„ where 1 labels the initial 
state of the collision system. T he matrix elementscoupling the various electronic states 
are 
= 	, ) 1 V „ r 2 , 14'1 	• A>, 	 (4) 
the instantaneous elect rot , ttic interaction V aver..ged ovei the el.2ei wile wavefurictions 
T., which a re eigenfundions wit h eigenenergy , oftheHam h oniht ofttxatorpiesystemp.s 
at infinite nuclear separation. The basis set 4-yr, , r,) is taken (1,,!,„(r ,p,;= 2) where 
0„/1 ,,,(r) describe the hydrogcnic 1; stern of charge 7 fie electron-exchange and electron-
capture effects are explicitly excluded). The interactions appropriate for a four-state 
treatment of II H and of He -H are then already available (Flannery 1969) as 
analytical functions of R With this knowledge, equations (3) can he solved by 
customary numerical procedures for the complex transition amplitudes c. Further 
progress is achieved by noting for heavy-particle collisions that K: , the c-component 
of the•momentum-change K is 
• 	
= 	kr cos 0 	— = (, 
' 2M „ q 
	
(5) 
thereby permitting simplification to (2). On performing the (15-integration, (2) therefore 
reduces to 
fd(0, 95) = — ik,i' e"4 f 	1(K' p)[C f(p, 	6,f]p d p 	 (6) 
where JA are Bessel functions of integral order A = ma , and K' 2 = K 2 — 
The required differential and total cross sections are respectively 
air(0) = 2 n kf f r( 0, 0)1 2 	 (7a) 
which involves both the magnitude and relative phase of the transition amplitude 'C r 
 and 
(1(.) 1) = 2n r I CO, 	(5, f 1 2 p dp = 	a „(0) d(cos 0) 
o 	 1 




The Born approximation follows by inserting C„(1). Z) 	into the SIN of (3) and 
so (2) can be used directly to i 2 give 
4)) = 	471 	04 	k;,(R)exptiti . RI di? 
which is the usual scattering amplitude, as derived from a Bonn-wave description. 
Moreover, a 'unitarized' Born approximation for elastic scattering follows by sub-
stituting C„ = C i ii„ ; in (3) to give 
Ci(p, Z.) = exp( - 	I 'fp, 7) dZ) 	 to) 
" 
which can also he used directly in (2), and which always conserves probability but ignores 
couplings to all excitation channels. 
3. Results and discussion 
By application of the preceding theory. differential cross sections have been computed 
for the processes 
He(ls)+1-1(1s)-. Irle . (1s)+11(1s,2s,2p„, 	 (10) 
• 
in the incident velocity-range 0.5 < v, 	3 au. Corresponding treatments were also 
Carl ied out forincident protons 11'. 
3.1. Elastic scattering 
For elastic scattering, the Born, Unitiarized-Born and four-slate differential cross 
sections, B, U and F, respectively, sic displayed as computer-drawn graphs in figure I 
for various (hydrogen-impact) energies ir.,( 25 keV). In general, U and F show 
closer agreement over the entire angular range than B which approaches agreement 
only for large va . 
It is noted, for elastic scattering in the forward direction 0 	0. that e(0) yields a 
non-zero value, which is constant for all impact energies E,. and which is in marked 
contrast to the zero cross section exhibited for neutral-neutral collisions (cf. Flannery 
and McCann 1974a,b). This distinction arises from the fact that °L„ 1/„(R)dZ is identi-
cally zero for atom-atom collisions, (when electron-exchange is neglected in (4)), and 
is non-zero for ion-neutral collisions. The difference is also theoretically evident from 
examination of the Born amplitude (in au) 
fr,(0) 	2MAB [ZA - [Nig] [Z,- -11K)] 	 ( 1 1 ) 
for scattering of a hydrogenic system B of charge Z5 by a similar system A of nuclear 
charge ZA. As 0 -4 0 for elastic form factor FL, for system A - 1- K 2/27.,2% with the 
result that "0) = 0, only for ZA = Z8 = I. When Z,, = 1 and Z, > 1, then 
cre(0) = 21rMi B(Z B -1) 24, 
(ie increasing the reduced mass and increasing the projectile nuclear charge causes 
increased scattering in the forward direction). 
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Figure I. Differential cross sections for He'-'tills) elastic scattering at in) 6.25 keV (b) 
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We also note, as the impact-energy is increased. that both a °(0) and e(0) approaches 
this constant Born value, and the scattering is, not only becoming more concentrated 
in the forward direction, but is also becoming more intense, 
At small and intermediate scattering angles the maul difference (which becomes 
negligible at high E 1 ), between II, 11 and h can he attributed to the consersafion of 
probability rather than to the coupling to other levels. The structure in F is presumably 
due to fact that as 0 increases from /cm the decreasing 2p,, excitation cross section >, 
the increasing 2p, , excitation cross section such that the contribution from the 2p 
channel to the elastic Is channel initially decreases, until the increasing 2p_ , excitation 
is large enough to cause an enhancement to the elastic scattering via the 2p, , - Is 
coupling Isee figure 4). 
At large scattering angles (0 > 1`), all the computed cross sections tend to the same 
Rutherford elastic scattering limit of (8/.: 2 sin 4 1,01 - where E is the kinetic energy 
1M,„ Br: of relative motion. These large angles result from very close penetrating en-
counters which are dominated by the . rniclear-nuclear interaction, and Born's approxi-
mation. while failing for strong interactions, nevertheless yields the exact differential 
cross section for the Coulombic interaction. This is the essential reason why Born's 
approximation is successful for large angle elastic scattering. 
Comparison with the multistate treatment therefore reveals that for small angle 
scattering the unitarized Born description provides vast improvement over the customary 
Born Approximation, which describes only large-angle scattering adequately. 
3.2. Inelastic scattering 
In figures 2 and 3 are displayed the Born, two-state and four-state differential cross 
sections, B, T and F, respectively, for the 2p and 2s excitations at various impact speeds r,. 
These sets of figures reveal, in general, that the Born approximation fails markedly for 
large-angle scattering. This expected result arises from the failure of Born's approxima-
tion to adequately describe the non-Conlombic close encounters that are responsible. In 
contrast with the elastic case, the nuclear nuclear Coulornbic interaction (for which the 
Born approximatidn 'ields the exact excitation probability) is ineffective for excitation. 
We also observe by comparison, that the 2p-2s coupling in F increases the 2s-cross 
section more than it decreases the 2p-excitation, except for scattering in the forward 
direction when both excitations are enhanced. The structure in F for r, z 0.5 au at 
0 - 0.04° may be attributed to the effect of the 2p 0- 2p 5 , rotational coupling included 
in the four-state case, rather than the 2p-2s coupling. The rotational coupling is intro-
duced to theoretically acknowledge the tendency of the atomic axis of quantization to 
follow the rotation of the internuclear line at low incident speeds, rather than remaining 
fixed in the Z-direction as it does at high incident speeds. This coupling therefore 
permits the model to assume molecular properties in that the molecular complex 
instantaneously formed becomes increasingly quantized along the internuclear line as 
r, is reduced. 
The effect of the individual 2p o and 2p ± , cross sections is examined further in figure 4. 
where 2-state and 4-state cross sections, T and F respectively are shown at r, = 0.5 au. 
In general, for scattering in the forward direction, the 2p„ cross section is maximum and 
the 2p, excitations are negligible until larger angles are reached. The 211 0 -2p , , R_3 
coupling introduces structure into the 2p,, cross section. This structure is then re-
produced in the 2s-excitation via both 2p 0. , R 2 couplings. Also this struc-
ture is reflected in the 2p cross section. the sum of the individual substate contributions. 
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Figure 2. Differential cross sections for the 2p-excitation of atomic hydrogen by Hells) at 
606-25 keV, (b) 25 keV, (c) 100 keV and Id) 225 keV incident 11(1 s) energy. B, Born•approxi-
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Graphs for the substiate excitations at v, = 1, 2 and 3 au are available upon request, 
the only difference with figure 4 being the disappearance of the structure associated with 
the rotational coupling. 
In conclusion, the Born approximation for excitation is inadequate for large angle 
scattering at all energies, and it fails for small angle scattering when coupling-effects 
become important at low impact energies. 
33. H'—H(Is) collisions 
In an effort to examine the effectiveness of the screening of the &Hum nucleus by its 
orbital electron, corresponding calculations have been carried out for H'—H(Is) elastic 
and inelastic collisions, with electron-capture channels excluded. Rather than presenting 
all the actual graphs (which are available upon request), it suffices to report that the 
general features already exhibited in figures 1-4 were preserved, although the dif-
ferences between F, T, B and U were amplified, particularly at the lower impact energies 
(see figure for v, = 0-5 au). The cross sections were in general smaller, but did approach 
at high impact energies those fcr He + —H(l s) inelastic collisions, only. The elastic cross 
sections were higher at v, = 0-5 and lower at v, = 3 au. 
3.4. Total cross sections 
The total cross sections can be calculated either by integrating the differential cross 
section over all scattering angles, or by integrating the transition probabilities IC(1 2 
 over all impact-parameters, as in equation (7b). Table 1 displays the angular-integrated 
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Table I. Four-slaie total Cross sections (aul foi 14111e' 	Hand (I' Ft 	H elastic a ad inelastic 
collisions 
i-f 	Is Is 	 Is 2s 	 Is 2po 	 Is 2p, , 	Is 2p 
a b a 6 a a 
05 644') 742 0 4•29 - ' 3.42 2.86 2.36" ' 9 08 757 3/7' 15 
1-0 155" 3.30" 2.12" 1•92" 112" 1.95" 1.41" 1•2e 3.53" 123" 
2-0 1-83" I.42" 6.25" 5-62 I-51" 1 45" 1.89" Cfriiti 340" 325" 
3-0 (1.D.1" 7.32' 2-36 2-13 7-61 749 I .39" 113" 2-15" 2(15" 
I t The superscript gives the power of 10 by which the entry must be multiplied 	I . goa 
total cross sections for both incident He and W ions. These Inelastic cross sections 
almost exactly agree with those calculated by p-integration. The -elastic cross sections 
decrease monotonically with v ; and at r I au are equal with those for the 2p-excitation 
which thereafter dominates the scattering for r > I au. 
In summary. we have presented graphical displays of the behavior of the differential 
cross section for elastic and inelastic lic ° I-I scattering in the keV-energy region. The 
graphs demonstrate that the Born approximation is successful for elastic scattering 
only at large scattering angles when it tends to the (correct) limit of the Rutherford cross 
section. Elastic scattering of ground-state species is affected more by departures from 
probability conservation than from neglect of coupling to higher excited states, although 
these eouplings,dru introduce structure for smalkarogle scattering at low impact energies. 
For inelastic scattering the Born approximation fails both at large angles for all 
incident speeds I:, and at small angles for low u i < I au. However, for high r i , the con-
tribution to the total cross section from the large angle scattering is very small in com-
parison to the contribution from the scattering concentrated in the forward direction, 
with the result that the Born approximation yields the correct high-energy limit. For 
low vi < I au, a multistate description including 2p--2s and rotational coupling is 
essential. 
Comparison with a corresponding treatment for H 	collisions demonstrates that 
the absence of an orbiting electron (with its repulsive effect) amplifies the general dif-
ferences between B, U, T, and F for He--H collisions. 
In the above multistate description of the ion-atom collisions, electron-capture 
channels have been explicitly neglected. The influence of these channels is expected to 
contribute only at low incident speeds u, < I au. Here the actual effect of coupling of the 
excited direct channels in He - H(Is) collisions to the near -degenerate W - He( Is 2s) 
and W-He(ls 2p) levels is difficult to assess without resort to a much more elaborate 
eight-state treatment. Even with this modification, at these incident speeds, the validity 
of a truncated atomic basis expansion in the impact-parameter description is question-
able. 
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Abstract. Diflerential cross sections for ff *-Het Is') elastic and inelastic collisions in thy, 
keV-energy region are calculated using various approximate schcines 
Although total excitation *cross sections for 1-1*—Fle(ls 2 ) collisions have already been 
reported (Flannery 1970, Bcginn et al 1973, Baye and Heenen 1973), knowledge of the 
corresponding differential cross sections a(0) as a function of scattering angle is absent. 
As a complement to the earlier work (Flannery 1970) in which the effect on total excita-
tion cross sections of various approximations was assessed arid in order to provide sonic 
theoretical input for experimental comparison as a test of the basic model, differential 
cross section a(0) are presented for the following processes 
+He(ls 2 ) —• H .` + lie(1 I S, 2 I S, 2 1 11). (1) 
The basic expression for rt(0) in the CM-frame is (Flannery and McCann 1973) 
k,k OC 1 2 
a(0) = —
227
4 exp(iK R + iA(D- 	(ZI he ;)-- (p, Z)dR (2)  
which, for heavy-particle collisions, reduces to 
a(0) = 2naSlc,k f 	.1,(K'p)[c f(p, co)— <5, f]p dp (.6) 
where k i and k r are the initial and final relative momenta of the colliding particles of 
reduced mass MAO* 'fi is the internal energy change, and K' is the component of the 
momentum-change K along p. the impact-parameter, which is perpendicular to the 
Z-direction of incidence. The Bessel functions J , are of integral order A = m ; —in r , 
the change in azimuthal quantum number. The transition amplitudes C i(p, co), in 
general complex, are the solutions of a set of first-order coupled differential equations, 
thereby allowing the construction of various approximate schemes---Born, Unitarized-
Born, full two- and four-state treatments B, U, 1' and F respectively, (cf Flannery and 
McCann 1974). The interaction potentials adopted in the calculation of C i(p, co) are 
those previously deteimined (Flannery . 1970). 
Illustrative results for the elastic and Inelastic transitions (1) are displayed in the 
computer-drawn figures (1-3) for two representative incident speeds c, = I and 2 au 
( 25 keV and 100 keV incident W . -energy). The figures show quite clearly the conse-
quence of the various approximations to c(0), which is more sensitive to these variations 
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than is the total cross section. Since the figures provide a rather complete comparison, 
little discussion is necessary. However, sonic points of interest are of note. 
The major improvement to Horn's approximation 13 to elastic scattering is mainly 
achieved by the introduction of the Unitarized-Born approximation U which conserves 
probability. Further coupling with the 2 'S and 2 'P states is important only for small-
angle scattering into a range which decreases with increasing This effect is at first 
surprising since, for the distant encounters responsible for small 0, the interaction is 
weak indicating the validity of a first-order treatment like B or U. However, the actual 
interaction is not just the ordinary electrosta tic interaction averaged over in perturbed 
ground-state helium wavciunetions!Out has an additional polarization contribution 
arising from the polarization-distortion of the unperturbed functions by the incident ion. 
The effect of that portion of the polarizability included in the 1 'S-2 P dipole coupling 
is acknowledged vy wavelength-distortion in the four-state treatment F and is exhibited 
essentially by the difference between U and F for small scattering angles. Also for small 





a constant independent of impact-energy and determined by F(10, the elastic form-factor 
for helium, at small momentum changes K. In the light of the preceding discussion, 
however, this constant is only meaningful for large impact-energies when the effect from 
polarization-distortion becomes considerably reduced. For large scattering angles, (or 
more correctly large K ► , figure 1 shows that F, U and B all tend to the same limit which is 
also given by the Rutherford cross section. 
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Figure I. Differential cross sections for H'-He( ts') elastic scattering at (a) 25 keV and (b) 
100 keV incident H' energy. B Born approximation, U Unitarized-Born approximation; 
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(b) 
Figures 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate the failure of Born approximation to adequately 
describe the scattering at large angles at all energies. Also, for scattering in the forward 
direction, B. T and F differ markedly participial ly at low energies. This difference can 
again he attributed to the misrepresentation of the actual static-interaction for the 
distant encounters mainly responsible for small 0. The difference is therefore smaller 
for the?. 'P excitation than for the 2 'S excitation, as indicated by the figures. In general, 
the 2 'P-- 2 'S coupling enhances the 2 S excitation over the entire angular range at the 
expense of the 2'P excitation which, hullo:vet, is less affected. 
Calculations at incident speeds r. = 0.5 an and 3 au have also been performed. The 
graphical results exhibit features similar to these described above and are available upon 
request. Also results for excitation of the 2 ' P substaies are available. 
Finally, it is of interest to note the relationship of the above approximations with 
others in the literature. The Unitarized- Born treatment U for elastic scattering involves 
setting C,,(p,Z) = C,(p,Z)6,,, in the set of coupled diflerential equations (ef Flannery and 
McCann 1973) to give 
z C,(p,Z) 	 f 	['fl ap .' 4 Z 2 ) 1 ] rtZ) 	 (4) 
where V„(R) is the static interaction between the two atomic systems. Inserting (4) into 
(2), and by choosing the Z-path of integration along a straight line lying halfway between 
k, and k,. parallel to the vector k,1 and perpendicular to p, then on comple-
tion of the Z- atid 4:D-integration we have for elastic scattering, 
• 	 2 
00) = 2rEk i k rag f J0(2kifi sin /0)[exP( 	I  f 2 	 +Z2 ) t i 2 ) 	l]p dp 	(5) 
o 	 hr. _  
which is identical to the eikonal approximation for elastic scattering (cl Bransden 1970). 
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Figure 2. Differential cross sections for the 2 'S-inelastic scattering at la) 25 kcV and (b) 
100 keV incident H'-energy. B Born approximation; T Two-state tl 'S. 2 Si approxima-
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Figure 3. Differential cross sections for the 2'P-inelastic scattering at (0 25 keV and (6) 
100 keV incident H `-energy. B Born approximation: T Two-state 	'8,2 'Po ,1 approxi- 
motion; F Four-state (I '8, 2 8, 2 	,) approximation. 
Glauber 1959) has already shown that the eikonal approximation to the elastic scat-
tering amplitude satisfies the optical theorem thereby implying the conservation of 
probability. Equation (4) however demonstrates the conservation-property directly. 
The first-Born approximation follows from (4) by assuming is weak. 
Moreover, according to the distortion approximation (cf Bates 1961) to the impact-
parameter treatment for inelastic scattering, 






Piztr(p,Z) — V(p• )] dZ) dd 	(6) _  
where 1/0;(") is the interaction coupling the initial and final states and 1 7r, is the static 
interaction in the final channel. Inserting (6) into (2) and proceeding as before, an ex-
pression similar to the eikonal distorted-wave expression derived by Chen et al (1972) 
for electron-atom collisions is obtained. In conclusion, the two- and the four-state 
treatments used here, being more accurate than the above methods, represent in effect, 
the multistate-eikonal treatment for elastic and inelastic atomic collisions. 
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APPENDIX VII 
THE MULTISTATE EIKONAL TREATMENT OF ELECTRON-ATOM COLLISIONS 
This appendix is a reprint of an article which appears in the 
Journal of Physics B: Atom. Molec. Phys., Volume 7, pages L223 to L227. 
The article is a brief report on the success of approximation B of 
Chapter III, which was the state of the present research at the time 
of submission. 
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The multistate eilcortal treatment of electron—atom collisions 
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Abstract. The baste equation for the scatter trip amplitude as determined from a multistate 
eikonal description of electron- morn collisions is presented The relationship with other 
bearments is e‘amitted Four-state elkoted calculations of the cross sections 
for elastts•p.o,d the 2s and 2p excitations of I It 1st by electrons with incident energy F in 
the range 13-6 eV 5 E < 200 eV are carried out, and are compared with other refined 
(hear etical treatments and with experiment. 
Recently, a variety of theoretical models have been proposed for elastic and inelastic 
electron atom collisions at ICON and intermediate energies. Thetis descriptions include 
thc close-cotiplimi inpansion with its psemlo..state modilicroions (Burke and Webb 
19701, a polarized orbital distorted-slave model of McDowell et 01 (1 ,173), the Glauber 
approximation (Tat et at 19701, the impact-parameter approach (Bransden and Coleman 
1972, Bransden et at 1972), the eikonal approximation of Byron (1971 ), and the distorted-
wave eikonal theory of Chen et al (1972). The purpose of this letter is (a) to present a 
preliminary account of a new generalization of the eikonal method, (In to illustrate its 
explicit iclationship with other eikonal treatments and with the impact parameter 
approximation and (c) to present its comparison with experiment and various theories. 
Flannery and McCann (1974, in preparation) have developeid a multistate eikonal 
formulation of the stationary state description of a collision between an incident 
particle B with anatomic. system (A + e). Thc treatment differs from previous approaches 
of Byron (1971) and of Bransden et al (1972) in that no additional assumptions, other 
than the eikonal approximation to the relative motion and a multistate expansion for 
the electronic motions, are made. Different speeds for various channels are ack-
nowledged. The basic equation derived for the amplitude for scattering into kr(0, 4,) 




 - — exp(iK. R) dR E Bn(p, Z)1',„(1?) exp i(k,,—ki)Z 	(1) 
where k. is the wavenumber of relative motion in each channel n. K = 	k, is the 
momentum change caused by the collision, and 14„ is the interaction matrix element 
Oti f (r)lti(r, R)10.(r)j where (/)„(r) are the eigenstates describing the isolated systems with 
reduced mass p. The electrostatic interaction between the B and (A +e) systems at 
separation R = (R, O, (I)) (p,(1),Z), in spherical and cylindrical coordinate frames 
respectively, is 1"(R, r). The coefficients B. satisfy the set of coupled differential (phase 
0-dependent) equations, 
ih = krOB, N 
= E B„(p, Z)Ii„(R) exp i(k, — k r )Z 	f = 1, 2, ..., N 	(2) 
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where N is the number of channels considered. It can be ob s erved that (I I. with 	o n , 
(where i is the initial state), reproduces the Born-wave amplitude. Also. after some 
algebraic manipulation, the distorted-wave Born formula of ('hen et al (1972) is recovered 
from (1) and (2). Moreover. the expressions for the eikonal elastic scattering amplitude 
(et Bransden 1970) follows by soling (2) with Lin BA, for 11, and by performing the 
di-integration in (1). The chief attributes of equations (I) and (2) abose are that they 
account explicitly for different relative speeds In the various channels, and that they 
permit full inclusion of as many states (or pseudo-states) as desned. It is hoped that 
mole complete details of the theory and its relationship with other theories will 
eventually he provided in a later paper. 
The different exponents within the summation signs of (1) and (2) are significant. 




f ex p try. R-(k,-kr)/1- 	Z) dR. 	 (3) 
• 
Since 1` is composed of central potentials, cp.?) 	1/,„,(R, 0) exp(lAdt) where 
A = M„- M„, the integral change in the azimuthal quantum number M. and hence 
the substitution C„()),Z) B,,(p, 2) exp( - iAd) yields a set of phase-independent 
equations for C„ similar to (2). The amplitude reduces on di-integration, to 
h(0, ch) = - 	 p)I(p, 	dp 	 (4) 
o • 
where K' is the X )"-component k, sin 1) of K, where i 5 arc Besscl functions of integral 
order A, and where the function 
?Cr (p, Z) 
1(1),(1) = 	exp0a2) 	dz 	 (5) 
in winch the difference between K ;., the 2-component of the momentum change at 
angle 0, and the minimum momentum change (k,--1, 1 ) in the collision is 
• a(0) = k r() - cos 0). 	 (6) 
We note, in the heavy-particle high-energy limit, when 0 0, that a 	0 and hence 
l(p, 0) c 4,(P) (C1(p. cc) -  oir). ( 7 ) 
Thus the eikonal approximation of Byron (1971) is reproduced from (3) with (7) together 
with the further assumptions that the quantities 1: 1 • and (k, -1.: 1 ) appearing explicitly in 
(3) are taken as k„ and (11/r 1 respectively. lf, in addition k, sin 0 is approximated by 
I:, sin 0 x 2k, sin IA for small 0 and large k f , then the scattering amplitude based on 
the impact parameter description of Bransden and colleagues is recovered. 
As a test of the present full eikonal model, calculations based on (1)-(6) have been 
performed for the processes 
e+ 1-1(1s) 	e+ H( Is, 2s, 2Po.±1) 	 (8) 
in which the ls, 2s, 2po , 2p,, states of atomic hydrogen are closely coupled. The 
total elastic and inelastic cross sections Q(n1) computed by direct integration of 
(k r/k)Ifo-(0,0)1 2 over all solid angles are displayed in the table and compared with other 
refined theoretical calculations (Burke and Webb 1970, Sullivan et al 1972, McDowell 
et at 1973), and with experimental data (Long et al 1968, Kauppila et al 1970) in figures 
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Table I. Elastic and inelastic cross sections Qirihria:, hv the processes e+ I -1( Is) 	11(011. 
ni = Is. 2s, 2p,,., ,, at election energy F, (eV) 
F WV) Q( QI29 0> 2 1) Q (2 0: 11 ( 1 (2p) 
13.6 0 969 0 143 0-140 0077 0 217 
20 0703 0131 0319 0-297 0616 
30 0522 0-111 i 	392 0.411 0903 
50 0 332 0.065 0 177 0.514 0-361 
10(1 0.202 0020 0141 0439 0 6 40 
200 0125 0.02S 01 19 0-335 0-453 
1 and 2. Note that the 2 = S measurements in.-lude the ca,cadc contribution 0 23 ()(3p) 
from the 3p level such that direct comparison is nut possible until we perform similar 
multistate calculations for the 3p-excitation. Also, the i_.•periniental 2p-cross s , sctions 
e not malized to out value of 0-453 74 at 200 eV in..tead of the corresponding Born 
%alai,' of 0.485 nag, winch is 7%, higher. 
The agreement for the 2p-excitation between the pre cut I le:t men 1, the pseudo-state 
method and experiment is err  good clown 10 impact energies E, — 20 eV, below which 
the ellocts of exchange and poloritition air-torsion nef,l , •:ted in the present dc c 
become important. Also shown are cross sections coinpni,.1 from the standard four-
state impact parameter prescription. •he comparison of these results ■A.ith those 
labelled S of Sullivan el ul 09724 is then a duect measure of the effect arising from then 
inclusion of second-order potentials. 
1  





Figure I. Total cross sections Q( Is- 2p) for e + H(Isl 	e+ Ill2p) at electron energy F, (eV). 
FEA four-state eikonal approximation (present treatment). ♦ espenment (Long er al 1908), 
• pseudo-state (Burke and Webb 1970), p four-state impact - parameter treatment, 
S second-order potential method. four-channel approximation (Sullivan et a! 19721, B Born 
approximation 
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E, (eV) 
Figure 2. Total cross sections (111s- 2s) for e i 1ft Is) 	c+ 1112s) at electron energy E, (CV). 
11A four-state eikonal approximation (present treatment). 0 pseudo-state (Burke and Webb 
1970). s- ,polarised-or hital distorted wave model (McDowell el al 1 , 73), I1 four-state 
impactiparametcr treatment. S gecend-order potential method • four-channel approxima-
tion (Sullivan et of 1972), H Born approximation, ♦ (211s--2s1-1- 0.2301s 3p): experiment 
au nei IA et of 19701. 
For the 2s-excitation, the agreement between the present results and the recent 
polariied-orbital distorted wave model of McDowell et al (1973) is encouraging. All 
the theoretical results show different variations with impact energy E, below 40 eV. 
The experimental situation is somewhat obscured by the difficulty in obtaining direct 
account of the contributions arising from cascade, mainly from the 3p level. The large 
difference between the impact parameter cross sections indicates the sensitivity of the 
2s-cross section to modification. • 
Finally, since the main object of this letter is to present the basic outline of the new 
treatment and to give some preliminary indication as to its success, it is our intention 
to eventually furnish a more complete theoretical description and a more detailed 
comparison (including differential cross sections, in particular) with other theoretical 
models. 
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